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Abstract. In this paper, we establish a compactness result for a class of conformally
compact Einstein metrics defined on manifolds of dimension d ≥ 4. As an application,
we derive the global uniqueness of a class of conformally compact Einstein metric defined
on the d-dimensional ball constructed in the earlier work of Graham-Lee [21] with d ≥ 4.
As a second application, we establish some gap phenomenon for a class of conformal
invariants.

1. Introduction

1.1. Statement of results. Let Xd be a smooth manifold of dimension d with d ≥ 3
with boundary ∂X. A smooth conformally compact metric g+ on X is a Riemannian
metric such that g = r2g+ extends smoothly to the closure X for some defining function
r of the boundary ∂X in X. A defining function r is a smooth nonnegative function on
the closure X such that ∂X = {r = 0} and the differential Dr 6= 0 on ∂X. A conformally
compact metric g+ on X is said to be conformally compact Einstein (CCE) if, in addition,

Ric[g+] = −(d− 1)g+.

The most significant feature of CCE manifolds (X, g+) is that the metric g+ is “canoni-
cally” associated with the conformal structure [ĝ] on the boundary at infinity ∂X, where
ĝ = g|T∂X . (∂X, [ĝ]) is called the conformal infinity of a conformally compact manifold
(X, g+). It is of great interest in both the mathematics and theoretic physics communi-
ties to understand the correspondences between conformally compact Einstein manifolds
(X, g+) and their conformal infinities (∂X, [ĝ]), especially due to the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence in theoretic physics (cf. Maldacena [28, 29, 30] and Witten [34]).

The project we work on in this paper is to address the compactness issue that given
a sequence of CCE manifolds (Xd,Md−1, {g+

i }) with M = ∂X and {gi} = {r2
i g

+
i } a se-

quence of compactified metrics, denote hi = gi|M , assuming {hi} forms a compact family
of metrics in M , when is it true that some representatives ḡi ∈ [gi] with {ḡi|M = hi} also
forms a compact family of metrics in X? We remark that, for a CCE manifold, given any
conformal infinity, a special defining function which we call geodesic defining function r
exists so that |∇ḡr| ≡ 1 in an asymptotic neighborhood M × [0, ε) of M . We also remark
that the eventual goal to study the compactness problem is to establish the existence of
conformal filling in for some classes of Riemannian manifolds as the conformal infinity.
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One of the difficulties to address the compactness problem is due to the existence of some
“non-local” term in the asymptotic expansion of the metric near the conformal infinity.
To see this, when d is even, we look at the asymptotic behavior of the compactified metric
g of CCE manifold (Xd,Md−1, g+) with conformal infinity (Md−1, [h]) ([19], [17]) which
takes the form

(1.1) g := r2g+ = h+ g(2)r2 + · · · (even powers) + g(d−1)rd−1 + g(d)rd + · · ··

on an asymptotic neighborhood of M × (0, ε), where r denotes the geodesic defining
function of g. The g(j) are tensors on M , and g(d−1) is trace-free with respect to a metric
in the conformal class on M . For j even and 0 ≤ j ≤ d − 2, the tensor g(j) is locally
formally determined by the conformal representative, but g(d−1) is a non-local term which
is not determined by the boundary metric h, subject to the trace free condition.

When d is odd, the analogous expansion is

(1.2) g := r2g+ = h+ g(2)r2 + · · · (even powers) + g(d−1)rd−1 + krd−1 log r + · · ··

where now the g(j) are locally determined for j even and 0 ≤ j ≤ d − 2, k is locally de-
termined and trace-free, the trace of g(d−1) is locally determined, but the trace-free part
of g(d−1) is formally undetermined. We remark that h together with g(d−1) determine the
asymptotic behavior of g ([17], [5]).

A model case of a CCE manifold is the hyperbolic ball Bd with the Poincaré metric gH
with the conformal infinity the standard d − 1 sphere Sd−1. In this case, it was proved
by [33] (see also [15] and later a different proof by [27]) that (Bd, gH) is the unique CCE
manifold with the standard canonical metric on Sd−1 as its conformal infinity.

Another class of examples of CCE manifolds was constructed by Graham-Lee [21] in
1991, where they have proved that for metrics on Sd−1 close enough in C2,α norm to
the standard metric on Sd−1, is the conformal infinity of some CCE metric on the ball
Bd for all d ≥ 4. In an earlier paper [11], in the special case when dimension d = 4,
we have established a compactness result for a class of CCE manifolds and derived as
a consequence the uniqueness of the CCE extension of Graham and Lee for the class of
metrics on S3 C3,α close to the standard canonical metric on S3.

The goal of this paper to extend the above result in [11] to all dimensions d ≥ 4.
In [10] and [11], we have considered a special choice of compactification g∗ = e2wg+

on a CCE manifold (X4,M3, g+) of dimension four, which we named as the Fefferman-
Graham’s (FG) compactification, defined by solving the PDE:

(1.3) −∆g+w = 3 on X4.

On a general d-dimensional CCE manifold (Xd,Md−1, g+). When d > 4, we will con-
sider a choice of compactification g∗ which was considered earlier in a paper by Case-
Chang, [9] and was named as the ”adopted metric”. The metric was defined by solving
the PDE:

(1.4) −∆g+v − (d− 1)2 − 9

4
v = 0 on Xd,
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then we define g∗ := v
4
d−4 g+ with g∗|M = h, the fixed metric on the conformal infinity of

(Xd, g+). It is known that g∗ has free Q-curvature (see [9], [12], section 5.2, note that in
the notation in [12] d = n+ 1, see also the statement of Lemma 2.1 below. )

We will begin with some results about compactness of some classes of CCE manifolds.
In dimension 4, such results are obtained in [10, 11] (see also the related results in [2, 3]).

We first consider the case when d is even. More precisely, the first result we have is:

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that X is a smooth oriented d-dimensional manifold with d ≥ 4
even and with boundary ∂X = Sd−1. Let {g+

i } be a set of conformally compact Einstein
metrics on X. Assume the set {hi} of metrics on the boundary with non-negative scalar
curvature that represent the conformal infinities lies in a given set C of metrics that is of
positive Yamabe type and compact in Ck,γ Cheeger-Gromov topology with k ≥ d− 2 when
d ≥ 6 and k ≥ 3 when d = 4. Moreover, there exits some positive constant C > 0 such
that the Yamabe constant of the conformal infinities is uniformly bounded from below by
C. Assume there is δ0 > 0 such that if either

(1′)
∫
Xd(|W |d/2dvol)[g+

i ] < δ0, or

(1′′) Y (∂X, [hi]) ≥ Y (Sd−1, [gS])− δ0,

then the set {g∗i } of the adopted metrics (after diffeomorphisms that fix the boundary) is
compact in Ck,γ′ Cheeger-Gromov topology for some γ′ < γ.

When the dimension d of the manifold X is odd, in general, we would not expect the
strong estimate Cd−1 as in the cases when d is even due to the term of krd−1 log r term
in the expansion of the metric g as in (1.2). This term k happens to be the obstruction
tensor ([17, 20]) on the boundary of X and which may not vanish.

Our second result deals with general dimension d.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that X is a smooth oriented d-dimensional manifold with d ≥ 4
and with boundary ∂X = Sd−1. Let {g+

i } be a set of conformally compact Einstein metrics
on X. Assume the set {hi} of metrics on the boundary with non-negative scalar curvature
that represent the conformal infinities lies in a given set C of metrics that is of positive
Yamabe type and compact in C6 Cheeger-Gromov topology. Moreover, there exits some
positive constant C > 0 such that the Yamabe constant of the conformal infinities is
uniformly bounded from below by C. Then under the above assumptions (1′) or (1′′), the
set {g∗i } of the adopted metrics (after diffeomorphisms that fix the boundary) is compact
in C3,γ′ Cheeger-Gromov topology for all 0 < γ′ < 1.

Remark 1. (1) The results in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 have been proved in [11] when
d = 4.

(2) We can assume the set {hi} of metrics on the boundary with non-negative scalar
curvature that represent the conformal infinities lies in a given set C in C5,γ

Cheeger-Gromov topology. In such case, we have the compactness result in C3,γ′

Cheeger-Gromov topology for all 0 < γ′ < γ < 1.
(3) We can expect the high order compactness result up to Cd−2,γ in all dimensions

d ≥ 4, provided the Yamabe representative h of the conformal infinity has higher
regularity. For example, the compactness results in Ck,γ′ with 2 ≤ k ≤ d− 2 when
the conformal infinity in Ck+1,γ with 1 ≥ γ > γ′ (even in Ck,γ).
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As an application of Theorem 1.2, we are able to establish the global uniqueness for
the CCE metrics on Xd with prescribed conformal infinities that are very close to the
conformal round (d− 1)-sphere as in the work of [21] (cf also [26, 27]). Namely,

Theorem 1.3. For a given conformal (d − 1)-sphere (Sd−1, [h]) with d ≥ 4 that is suf-
ficiently close to the round one in C6 topology, there is exactly one conformally compact
Einstein metric g+ on Xd whose conformal infinity is the prescribed conformal (d − 1)-
sphere (Sd−1, [h]). Moreover, the topology of X should be a ball Bn.

Remark 2. We remark

• In Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we do not need the boundary condition ∂X = Sd−1 for
the compactness result.
• In Theorem 1.3, we could only assume in C5,γ topology for some γ > 0. Moreover,

when d = 6 (resp. d = 4), we could consider the conformal infinity in C4,γ

(resp.C3,γ). Such result in dimension 4 has been obtained in [11]. In view of
Lemma 3.1, when d = 4, we could get the compactness result in Theorem 1.1 under
the assumption that the conformal infinity in C2,γ. This will give the uniqueness
result under such assumption on the conformal infinity (see [11, Remark1.10] ).
Thus, the global uniqueness result in all dimensions could be expected to be held
when the conformal infinity is in C2,γ.

In this paper, we will present two different proofs of the regularity of the compactified
metrics near the conformal infinity for the cases when d is even and when d is arbitrary.
When d is even, we will take advantage that for the CCE manifold (Xd, g+), the d-th
order obstruction tensor ([17, 20], see the definition in section 3) vanishes. Thus the 4-th
Bach tensor for the compactified metric g∗ satisfies an elliptic PDE (see (3.1)); this would
lead to a gain of the regularity of the metric of g∗ near the conformal infinity. We will
describe this process in section 3.

For all dimensions d, under the assumptions (namely C6) of the boundary metrics,
we will present a different strategy to reach the compactness result in the statement of
Theorem 1.2. Namely we will apply the gauge fixing technique for Einstein metric. By
choosing a fixed gauge, we will see how to gain the regularity of the compactified metric
g∗ in a neighborhood of any point on the conformal infinity. This is carried out in section
4 of the paper. As this is the most technical part of the paper, we will first outline the
different steps of the proof at the beginning of section 4 before presenting the details.

Besides the separate argument in section 3 (for even dimensional d) and 4 (for all d),
in the rest of the paper i.e. in sections 1, 2, 5 and 6, the argument for even and odd
dimensional manifold are the same.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we recall some basic ingredients in
the proofs and list some of their key properties, in particular the estimate of injectivity
radius there is the major technical step where we use the technique of blow-up analysis
in Riemannian geometry. In section 3, we prove the boundary regularity for Xd when d
is even. In section 4, we present a different proof for the boundary regularity for all d
dimensional manifold Xd which works for all d. In section 5, we establish various com-
pactness results for the adopted metrics and prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In section 6, we
prove Theorem 1.3 to obtain the global uniqueness for the conformally compact Einstein
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metrics on Xd (or Bd) constructed earlier in [21, 26] and in Corollary 6.1 we establish
some gap phenomenon for classes of conformal invarants.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Adopted metrics g∗. We now consider a class of adopted metrics g∗ by solving
(1.4) to study the compactness problem of CCE manifolds when dimension is greater
than 4.

Lemma 2.1. (Chang-R. Yang[12]) Suppose (Xd, ∂X, g+) is conformally compact Einstein
with conformal infinity (∂X, [h]), fix h1 ∈ [h] and r its corresponding geodesic defining
function. Consider the solution v to (1.4), then v has the asymptotic behavior

v = r
d−4

2 (A+Br3)

near ∂X, where A,B are functions even in r, such that A|∂X ≡ 1.

The proof of this lemma is a special case of the general scattering theory on CCE
manifold as in Graham-Zworski [22], for self-contained purpose, we will sketch the proof
of this special case here.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Denote s = d−1
2

+ 3
2
, then it follows from a theorm of Mazzeo-Melrose

[31], that solution v of 1.4 has the asymptotic behavior

v = rd−1−sA+ rsB on Xd

for some functions A, B even function in r defined on an asympototic neighborhood of
∂X, with A|∂X = 1. �

Lemma 2.2. (Chang-R. Yang [12, Lemma 5.3]) With the same notation as in Lemma

2.1, Consider the metric g∗ = v
4
d−4 g+, then g∗ is totally geodesic on boundary with the

free Q-curvature, that is, Qg∗ ≡ 0.

Proof. Recall the fourth order Paneitz operator is given by

P4 = (−4)2 + δ(4A− d− 2

2(d− 1)
R)∇+

d− 4

2
Q4

where A = 1
d−2

(Ric− R
2(d−1)

g) is the schouten tensor, δ is the dual operator of the differ-

ential ∇ and Q4 is a fourth order Q-curvature. More precisely, let σk(A) denote the k-th
symmetric function of the eigenvalues of A and Q4 := −4σ1(A) + 4σ2(A) + d−4

2
σ1(A)2.

For a Einstein metric with Ricg+ = −(d− 1)g+, thus we have Q4[g+] = 0 and

P4[g+] = (−∆g+ − (d− 1)2 − 1

4
) ◦ (−∆g+ − (d− 1)2 − 9

4
).

Therefore

Q4[g∗] =
2

d− 4
P4[g∗]1 =

2

d− 4
v
d+4
d−4P4[g+]v = 0

It follows from the asymptotic behavior of v (Lemma 2.1) that g∗ is totally geodesic on
boundary since ∂v

∂ν
= 0 on M where ν is the normal vector on the boundary. �
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Suppose that X is a smooth d-dimensional manifold with boundary ∂X and g+ is a
conformally compact Einstein metric on X. Let g∗ = ρ2g+ be the adopted metrics, that

is, v := ρ
d−4

2 satisfies the equation (1.4). We recall some basic calculations for curvatures
under conformal changes. Write g+ = r−2g for some defining function r and calculate

Ric[g+] = Ric[g] + (d− 2)r−1∇2r + (r−14r − (d− 1)r−2|∇r|2)g.

Then one has

R[g+] = r2(R[g] +
2d− 2

r
4r − d(d− 1)

r2
|∇r|2).

Here the covariant derivatives is calculated with respect to the metric g (or adopted
metrics g∗ in the following). Therefore, for adopted metrics g∗ of a conformally compact
Einstein metric g+, one has

(2.1) R[g∗] = 2(d− 1)ρ−2(1− |∇ρ|2),

which in turn gives

(2.2) Ric[g∗] = −(d− 2)ρ−1∇2ρ+
4− d

4(d− 1)
R[g∗]g∗

and

(2.3) R[g∗] = −4(d− 1)

d+ 2
ρ−14ρ.

Now we recall

Lemma 2.3. ([9]) Suppose that X is a smooth d-dimensional manifold with boundary
∂X and g+ is a conformally compact Einstein metric on X with the conformal infinity
(∂X, [h]) of nonnegative Yamabe type. Let g∗ = ρ2g+ be adopted metrics associated with
the metric h with the positive scalar curvature in the conformal infinity. Then the scalar
curvature R[g∗] is positive in X. In particular,

(2.4) ‖∇ρ‖[g∗] ≤ 1.

2.2. Elliptic estimates for conformal Einstein metric and Q-flat metrics. Let
Rikjl, Wikjl, Rij and R be Riemann, Weyl, Ricci, Scalar curvature tensors respectively.
We recall the definition of 4-th order Bach tensor B on manifolds of dimension d (Xd, g)
as

(2.5) Bij :=
1

d− 3
∇k∇lWkijl +

1

d− 2
WkijlR

kl.

Recall also the Cotten tensor C is defined as

(2.6) Cijk = Aij,k − Aik,j
where A is the schouten tensor

(2.7) Aij =
1

d− 2
(Ricij −

Rgij
2(d− 1)

)

It turns out there is a relation between the divergence of Weyl tensor to the Cotton tensor,
namely

(2.8) ∇lWijkl = (d− 3)Ckij
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Applying this relation (2.8), we can write the Bach tensor into the following equations

(2.9) (d− 2)Bij = ∆Rij −
d− 2

2(d− 1)
∇i∇jR−

1

2(d− 1)
4Rgij +Q1(Rm),

where Q1(Rm) is some quadratic term on Riemann curvature tensor

Q1(Rm) := 2WikjlR
kl− d

d− 2
Ri

kRjk+
d

(d− 1)(d− 2)
RRij+(

1

d− 2
RklR

kl− R2

(d− 1)(d− 2)
)gij

We now recall that the adapted metric g∗ which we haven chosen in Section 2.1 is Q-flat,
i.e., Q[g∗] = 0, which can be rewritten into the following form

(2.10) −4R = −d
3 − 4d2 + 16d− 16

4(d− 2)2(d− 1)
R2 +

4(d− 1)

(d− 2)2
|Ric|2.

In this section, we will incorporate the Q-flat property of g∗ to the Bach equation of g∗

to derive estimates of the curvature of g∗ under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. To do
so we first list properties of Bach tensor and Cotton tensor under conformal change of
metrics. To see Bach equations coupled with Q-flat equation also provide estimates of
Weyl curvature, one may rewrite Bach tensor equation as follows:

(2.11) ∆Wijkl + (d− 3)∇lCkji + (d− 3)∇kClij +∇iCjkl +∇jCilk := Kijkl + Lijkl,

where K is a quadratic of curvatures and Lijkl := Bkigjl +Bljgik −Bligjk −Bkjgil is some
linear term on the Bach tensors. We recall some basic facts on the boundary M = ∂X.
Let ∂1 denote the boundary normal direction and α, β ∈ {2, · · · , n}.

Lemma 2.4. On (Xd, g), suppose g̃ = e2wg, we have

(2.12) C̃ijk := Cijk[g̃] = Cijk[g]− gmlWkjim[g]wl

(2.13)
B̃ij := Bij[g̃] = e−2wBij[g] + e−2w(d− 4)〈∇[g]w, Ci·j + Cj·i〉g

+e−2w(d− 4)∇k[g]w∇l[g]wWkijl[g]

(2.12) and (2.13) are derived by a routine but tedious computations. If we apply Lemma
2.4 to the adopted metrics g∗ = ρ2g+ and notice since g+ is Einstein. Both Bach tensor
and Cotton tensor of g+ vanish, we obtain from the fact Wjkil[g

∗] = ρ2Wjkil[g
+]

Corollary 2.5. Suppose (Xd, ∂X, g+) is a conformally compact Einstein with adopted
metrics g∗ = ρ2g+. Then, we have

(2.14) Bij[g
∗] = ρ−2(d− 4)∇k[g∗]ρ∇l[g∗]ρWikjl[g

∗] = −(d− 4)ρ−1∇k[g∗]ρCikj[g∗]

(2.15) Cijk[g∗] = ρ−1∇l[g∗]ρWjkil[g
∗]

Lemma 2.6. Suppose (Xd, ∂X, g+) is conformally compact Einstein with conformal in-
finity (∂X, [h]) with C3 compactification. Then, for the adopted metrics g∗, we have on
the boundary M = ∂X

(1) ∂X is totally geodesic;

(2) R = 2(d−1)
d−2

R̂;

(3) R11 = d
2(d−2)

R̂, R1α = 0, Rαβ = d−2
d−3

R̂αβ − 1
2(d−2)(d−3)

R̂gαβ
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(4) Wαβγδ = Ŵαβγδ and Weyl tensor vanishes for all other indices;

(5) Cαβγ = Ĉαβγ and cotten tensor vanishes for all other indices;

(6) ∇1A11 = ∇1R
2(d−1)

,∇αAβγ = ∇̂αÂβγ and the first covariant derivatives of Schouten

tensor A vanishes for all other indices;
(7) ∇σWαβγδ = ∇̂σŴαβγδ, ∇1Wαβγ1 = −∇1Wαβ1γ = ∇1Wγ1αβ = −∇1W1γαβ = Ĉγαβ

and the first covariant derivatives of Wyel tensor W vanishes for all other indices;

Proof. The part (1) is well known.

It follows from [9, section 6] that R
2(d−1)

= 2 R̂
2(d−2)

on the boundary. Therefore (2) is

proved.
For the second part, we remark first from Gauss-Codazzi aquations that

Rαβγδ = R̂αβγδ and R1βγδ = 0

so that
R1α = 0.

To prove the rest, we write g1 = r2g+ he compactified metric under some geodesic defining
function r and g∗ = ρ2g+ the adopted metric. We assume both g1 and g∗ have the same
boundary metric h and totally geodesic boundary. We write g∗ = w−2g1 := ( r

ρ
)−2g1.

Thus, on the boundary ∂X, we have w ≡ 1, and ∇w ≡ 0. As a consequence, we infer on
the boundary

Aαβ[g∗] = Aαβ[g1], W [g∗] = W [g1]

since ∇α∇βw = 0 on M . Now we study the schouten tensor and Weyl tensor for the
compactified metric g1. We note the full indices i, j, k ∈ {1, · · · , d}. As before, we have

r2g+ =: g = ds2 + gr, gr = h + g(2)r2 + O(r4), g
(2)
αβ = −Âαβ where Â is the schouten

tensor of the metrc h (see [19]). For the convenience of readers, we scketch proof. Let
(x1, x2, · · · , xd) be coordinates on the boundary M = ∂X. We have g11 = 1, g1α = 0 and
gαβ = hαβ + O(r2). A direct calculation leads to the Christoph symbols Γij1 = 0 on the

boundary M , that is (∇g) ∂
∂xα

∂
∂x1

= 0 on the boundary M , which implies the desired claim.

we fix a point P on the boundary M and let (x1, x2, , · · · , xd) be normal coordinates at
P . At P , we have the Christoph symbols Γijk = 0. Hence, we can write at P

Rijk
l =

1

2
glm(gim,kj + gjk,mi − gik,mj − gjm,ki)

so that

(2.16) R1α1
γ = −1

2
gαγ,11 = −g(2)

αγ = Âαγ

On the other hand, on the boundary M , we have the following Gauss-Codazzi equations

Rαβγ
δ = R̂ δ

αβγ and R1βγ
δ = 0

since the boundary is totally geodesic. Therefore, at P , we have Rα1 = 0, Rαβ = R̂αβ +

Rα1β
1, and R = R̂ + 2R11. On the other hand, it follows from (2.16) that

R11 =
R̂

2(d− 2)
and R =

d− 1

d− 2
R̂
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Gathering the above relations from (2.16), we infer

A11 = 0

A1α =
1

d− 2
R1α = 0

Aαβ =
1

d− 2
(R̂αβ +R1α1

β − R

2(d− 1)
gαβ) =

1

d− 2
(R̂αβ + Âαβ −

R̂

2(d− 2)
gαβ) = Âαβ

By the decomposition of Riemann curvature, we have

Wαβγδ = Rαβγδ − (A? g)αβγδ = R̂αβγδ − (Â? ĝ)αβγδ = Ŵαβγδ

On the other hand, we know

R1βγδ = 0 = (A? g)1βγδ

so that
W1βγδ = 0

Moreover, by (2.16) and the decomposition of Riemann curvature, we infer

W1β1δ = R1β1δ − (A? g)1β1δ = R1β1δ − Aβδ = R1β1δ − Âβδ = 0.

It is clear that W111δ = W1111 = 0.
Using (2.15), we infer

(2.17) ρCijk = ∇lρWjkil

so that, by taking the covariant derivative, we get

∇mρCijk + ρ∇mCijk = ∇m∇lρWjkil +∇lρ∇mWjkil

Hence, together with (2.2) and by choosing m = 1, we deduce on the boundary M

Cijk = ∇1Wjki1 = ∇pWjkip −∇αWjkiα = (d− 3)Cijk − ∇̂αWjkiα

That is,

(d− 4)Cijk = ∇̂αWjkiα

Therefore
(d− 4)Cβγδ = ∇̂αŴγδβα = (d− 4)Ĉβγδ.

When the indices ijk contain 1, it follows from (4) that

(d− 4)Cβγδ = 0

Hence, we prove (5).
By the expression of the schouten tensor on the boundary, we have

∇αAβγ = ∇̂αÂβγ,∇αA11 = ∇αA1β = 0

Together with the expression of the Cotten tensor on the boundary, we infer

∇1A1α = 0,∇1Aαβ = 0.

Thanks of the second Bianchi identity, we obtain

∇αA1α +∇1A11 =
∇1R

2(d− 1)
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Therefore, the results in (6) are proved.
The first equality in (7) is a direct result of ones in (4). On the other hand, because of
(4), we have also when the indices ijkl contain 1

∇αWijkl = 0

Hence

∇1Wαβγ1 = ∇kWαβγk−∇δWαβγδ = ∇kWαβγk−∇̂δŴαβγδ = (d−3)Cγαβ−(d−4)Ĉγαβ = Ĉγαβ

and
∇1Wα1γ1 = ∇kWα1γk −∇δWα1γδ = ∇kWα1γk = (d− 3)Cγα1 = 0.

It is clear that ∇1Wα111 = 0. Finally, we prove the result. �

Our first step is to handle the regularity of the Bach tensors. For this purpose, we want
to exploit the obstruction tensor found by Fefferman and Graham [16] and express the
curvature tensors on the boundary relating to the boundary metric.

Lemma 2.7. Suppose (Xd, ∂X, g+) is conformally compact Einstein with conformal in-
finity (∂X, [h]) with d ≥ 6. Then, under the Cd−1 adopted metrics g∗, we have on the
boundary M = ∂X for the all multi-index i = (i1, · · · , il) of the length |i| := l ≤ d − 3
with 1 ≤ i1, · · · , il ≤ d

∇iA = P (∇̂γÂ, ∇̂δŴ , ∇̂κ(∇1R)|M), ∇iW = P1(∇̂γÂ, ∇̂δŴ , ∇̂κ(∇1R)|M)

where P and P1 are some homogenous polynomials on (∇̂γÂ, ∇̂δŴ , ∇̂κ(∇1R)|M) with the
multi-indices γ, δ, κ satisfying |γ| + |δ| + |κ| ≤ l for each term in the polynomials, each
component of γ, δ, κ taking values from 2 to d, where | · | designates the length of the
multi-indice.

Proof. We prove the result by induction.
For l = 0, 1, it follows from Lemma 2.6.
Assume the result is true for l = r. When i1, · · · , ir+1 are not all equal to 1, we could
change the order of the covariant derivative such that

∇iA = ∇ij∇i′A+ Pr(∇mRm)

where ij 6= 1, i′ designates the multi-index removed ij, |m| ≤ r, and Pr involves only the
derivatives of Riemann curvature of the order less than r. In such case, the results follow
from the induction. It is similar for the Weyl tensor W . Now we treat the r + 1 order

the normal derivatives ∇(r+1)
1 A and ∇(r+1)

1 W . For this purpose, we study first ∇(r)
1 Cijk.

Recall (2.17) and take the r order normal derivatives so that

r∇(r)
1 Cijk = ∇(r)

1 Wjki1 +Qr(∇mRm)

= ∇(r−1)
1 δWjki· −∇(r−1)

1 ∇βWjkiβ +Qr(∇mRm)

= ∇(r−1)
1 δWjki· −∇β∇(r−1)

1 Wjkiβ + Q̄r(∇mRm)

= (d− 3)∇(r)
1 Cijk −∇β∇(r−1)

1 Wjkiβ + Q̄r(∇mRm)

Here Qr, Q̄r involves only the derivatives of Riemann curvature of the order less than r
and we use the relations (2.1) to (2.3) and the assumption in the induction. Therefore,
we deduce

(d− 3− r)∇(r)
1 Cijk = ∇β∇(r−1)

1 Wjkiβ − Q̄r(∇mRm)
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which yields the desired result for the cotten tensor C. Applying the equations (2.9) to
(2.11), we obtain

∇(r+1)
1 A = ∇(r−1)

1 4A−∇(r−1)
1 ∇β∇βA,

∇(r+1)
1 W = ∇(r−1)

1 4W −∇(r−1)
1 ∇β∇βW

Hence, the claims follows. Finally, we prove the result. �

2.3. Cheeger-Gromov convergences for manifolds with boundary. Our approach
to establish the compactness of conformally compact Einstein d-dimensional manifolds
is to prove by contradiction. We will analyze and eliminate the causes of possible non-
compactness by the method of blow-up. This method has been essential and powerful in
many compactness problems in geometric analysis, particularly in Riemannian geometry.
The fundamental tool in the context of Riemannian geometry is the so-called Cheeger-
Gromov convergences of Riemannian manifolds developed from Gromov-Hausdorff con-
vergences (see, for example, [13, 1], for Cheeger-Gromov convergences of Riemannian
manifolds without boundary). In this subsection, for later uses in our paper, we will
present the Cheeger-Gromov convergences for manifolds with boundary. Good references
in the subject are for examples in [32, 24, 25, 35, 4].

Let us first recall the definition of harmonic radius for a Riemannian manifold with
boundary (cf. [32]). Assume (X, g) is a complete Riemnnian d-dimensional manifold
with the boundary ∂X. A local coordinates

(x1, · · · , xd) : B(p, r)→ Ω ⊂ Rd

is said to be harmonic if,

• 4xi = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d in B(p, r) ⊂ X, when p ∈ X is in the interior;
• ∆xi = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d in B(p, r) ∩ X and, on the boundary B(p, r) ∩ ∂X,

(x2, · · · , xd) is a harmonic coordinate in ∂X at p while x1 = 0, when p ∈ ∂X is
on the boundary.

For α ∈ (0, 1) and M ∈ (1, 2), we define the harmonic radius r1,α(M) to be the biggest
number r satisfying the following properties:

• If dist(p, ∂X) > r, there is a harmonic coordinate chart on B(p, r) such that

(2.18) M−2δjk ≤ gjk(x) ≤M2δjk

and

(2.19) r1+α sup |x− y|−α|∂gjk(x)− ∂gjk(y)| ≤M − 1

in B(p, r
2
).

• If p ∈ ∂X, there is a boundary harmonic coordinate chart on B(p, 4r) such that

(2.18) and (2.19) hold in B(p, 2r).

The following is the extension of the C1,α convergence theorem of Anderson [13, 1] to
manifolds with boundary (cf. [24, 4]).
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Lemma 2.8. ([4, Theorem 3.1],[11, Remark 2.7]) Suppose that M(R0, i0, h0, d0) is the
set of all compact Riemannian manifolds (X, g) with boundary such that

|RicX | ≤ R0, |Ric∂X | ≤ R0

iint(X) ≥ i0, i∂(X) ≥ 2i0, i(∂X) ≥ i0,

Diam(X) ≤ d0, ‖H‖Lip(∂X) ≤ h0,

where Ric∂X is the Ricci curvature of the boundary, i(∂X) is the injectivity radius of
the boundary, iint(X) is the interior injectivity radius, i∂(X, g) is the boundary injectivity
radius and H is the mean curvature of the boundary. ThenM(R0, i0, h0, d0) is pre-compact
in the C1,α Cheeger-Gromov topology for any α ∈ (0, 1). Moreover, if the Ricci curvatures
are bounded in Ck,α norm and the boundaries are all totally geodesic with k ≥ 0, then one
has the pre-compactness in Ck+2,α′ Cheeger-Gromov topology with α′ < α. Furthermore,
one has the pre-compactness in the Cheeger-Gromov topology with base points if dropping
the assumption on the diameter Diam(X).

2.4. Injectivity radii: blow-up before blow-up. Our main results in this subsection
concern the injectivity radius estimates for manifolds with boundary. For our purpose we
may always assume that the geometry of the boundary is compact in Cheeger-Gromov
sense. The following Lemma will be established as a consequence of [4, Theorem 3.1],
which was mentioned as Lemma 2.8.

Lemma 2.9. Suppose that (Xd, g+) is a conformally compact Einstein d-dimensional
manifold with the conformal infinity of Yamabe constant Y (∂X, [h]) ≥ Y0 > 0. And
suppose that (Xd, g∗) is the adopted metric associated with a presentative metric h in the
conformal infinity on the boundary with the non-negative scalar curvature such that the
intrinsic injectivity radius i(∂X, h) ≥ io > 0, and that i∂(X, g

∗) ≤ iint(X, g
∗). Then there

is a constant C∂ = C(d) > 0, depending of i0, such that

(2.20) max
X
|Rm|(i∂(X, g∗))2 + i∂(X, g

∗) ≥ C∂

where Rm is Riemann curvature of g∗.

The proof of the above property is as same as the one of [11, Lemma 3.1]. One of key
facts is the result in [10, Lemma 4.4]: ρ(x) ≥ Cd(x, ∂X) provided d(x, ∂X) ≤ i∂(X, g

∗)
and when i∂(X, g

∗) ≥ 1, then ρ(x) ≥ C provided d(x, ∂X) ≥ 1
2
. We leave the details to

the interested readers.

Next we would like to get the lower bound estimates for the interior injectivity radius
iint of a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary. The real reason for having no
interior collapsing follows from the following recent work in [27], which plays also an im-
portant role in Theorems 1.3 and Corollary 6.1.

Lemma 2.10. (Li-Qing-Shi [27, Theorem 1.3]) Suppose that (Xd, g+) is a conformally
compact Einstein manifold with the conformal infinity of Yamabe constant Y (∂X, [h]) > 0.
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Then, for any p ∈ Xd,

(2.21) 1 ≥
volg+(B(p, r))

volgHd (B(r))
≥
(

Y (∂X, [h])

Y (Sd−1, [gSd−1 ])

) d−1
2

We now will derive similar estimate like Lemma 2.9 for the lower bound of the injectivity
radius as a consequence of Lemma 2.10.

Lemma 2.11. Suppose that (Xd, g+) is a conformally compact Einstein d-dimensional
manifold with the conformal infinity of Yamabe constant Y (∂X, [h]) ≥ Y0 > 0. And
suppose that (Xd, g∗) is the adopted metric associated with the Yamabe metric h on the
boundary such that the intrinsic injectivity radius i(∂X, h) ≥ io > 0, and that i∂(X, g

∗) ≥
iint(X, g

∗). Then there is a constant Cint > 0, depending of Y0 and i0, such that

(2.22) max
X
|Rm|(iint(X, g∗))2 + iint(X, g

∗) ≥ Cint

where Rm is the Riemann curvature of g∗.

The proof of the above Lemma is similar to the one of of [11, Lemma 3.3]. Here we
omit the details.

2.5. Möbius coordinates and weighted function spaces. Let (X, g+) be a confor-
mally compact Einstein d-manifold with a continuous conformal compactification g =
ρ2g+. ρ is a C1 defining function for (X, g). For any ε > 0, let Xε denote the open subset
of M where 0 < ρ < ε and Xε denote the open subset where 0 ≤ ρ < ε.

We firstly choose smooth local coordinates θ = (θ2, θ2, · · · , θd) on an open set U ⊂ ∂X.
It can extend to (θ1, θ) = (ρ, θ2, θ2, · · · , θd) on the open subset Ω = [0, ε)×U ⊂ X. Choose
finitely many Ui to cover ∂X. The resulting coordinates on Ωi = [0, εi)×Ui will be called
background coordinates for X. Let R be the smallest number of such εi, then any point
in XR is contained in some background coordinate chart.

Now we consider upper half-space model of hyperbolic space, i.e. Hd = {(y, x) =
(y, x2, x2, · · · , xd) ∈ Rd : y > 0}, with x1 = y and with the hyperbolic metric ǧ given in
coordinates by

ǧ =
1

y2
(dy2 + dx2).

We let B1 and B2 denote the hyperbolic geodesic ball of radius 1 and 2 centred at point
(y, x) = (1, 0). For any point p ∈MR, let (ρ0, θ0) be the coordinate representation of p in
some fixed background chart. We can define a diffeomorphism Φp : B2 → X by

(ρ, θ) = Φp(y, x) = (ρ0y, θ0 + ρ0x).

As is shown in [26], Φp0 maps B2 diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood of p0 in MR if
p0 ∈ MR/8. And there exists a countable set of points {pi} ⊂ MR/8 such that the sets
Φpi(B2) form a uniformly locally finite covering of MR/8, and the sets {Φpi(B1)} still cover
MR/8. We set

Φi = Φpi , V1(pi) = Φi(B1), V2(pi) = Φi(B2).

We call (V2(pi),Φ
−1
i ) a Möbius coordinate chart of MR/8.
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In order to study the geometric elliptic operator near the boundary, we need to use the
boundary Möbius coordinates, which was first introduced in [26].

For any fix p ∈ ∂X, let Ω be a neighbourhood and (ρ, θ) be the background coordinates
such that θ(p) = 0. We can assume that the compacted metric gp = δij in the coordinates.
For each a > 0 and R sufficiently small, we define Ya ⊂ H and ZR(p) ⊂ Ω ⊂ X:

Ya = {(y, x) ∈ H : |x| < a, 0 < y < a}
ZR(p) = {(ρ, θ) ∈ Ω : |θ| < R, 0 < ρ < R}

Define a chart Ψp,R : Y1 → ZR(p) by

(x, y) 7→ (Ry,Rx) = (ρ, θ)

We will call Ψp,R a boundary Möbius chart of radius R centered at p.

We consider the tensor bundle E of co-variant rank p and contra-variant rank q over X.
We will also use the same symbol E to denote the restriction of this bundle to X. Define
the weight of such a bundle E ⊂ T pq to be r = p− q. If g = ρ2g+, then

|T |g+ = ρr|T |g for all T ∈ T pqX.

Next we will define weighted Hölder spaces of tensor fields. For any 0 < α < 1 and
m a nonnegative integer, let Cm,α

(0) (X) denote the usual Banach space of functions on X

with m derivatives that are Holder continuous of degree α up to the boundary in each
background coordinate chart, with the obvious norm. Let s be a real number satisfying
0 ≤ s ≤ m+ α, we can define weighted space Cm,α

(s) (X) ⊂ Cm,α
(0) (X) by

Cm,α
(s) (X) = {u ∈ Cm,α

(0) (X) : u = O(ρs)}.

It is showed in [26] that we can consider Cm,α
(s) (X) as a Banach space with the norm

inherited from Cm,α
(0) (X).

Let E be a geometric tensor bundle over X, we define Cm,α
(0) (X;E) to be the space of

tensor fields whose components in each background coordinate chart are in Cm,α
(0) (X).

There are the following relationships between the Hölder spaces on X and those on X:

Lemma 2.12. [26] Let E be a geometric tensor bundle of weight r over X, and suppose
0 < α < 1, 0 < m+α ≤ l+β, and 0 ≤ s ≤ k+α. The following inclusions are continuous.

(a) Cm,α
(s) (X;E) ↪→ Cm,α

s+r (X;E)

(b) Cm,α
m+α+r(X;E) ↪→ Cm,α

(0) (X;E).

Remark 2.13. Let (X, g+
i ) be a sequence of AH manifolds with the compactified metrics

(X̄, gi). When (X̄, gi) converges to some Riemannian metric in C l,β topology in the sense
of Cheeger-Gromov and the defining functions ρi converge to some defining functions of
the corresponding AH manifold (X, g+

∞) in C l+1,β topology, then the norm of the above
linear embeddings is uniformly bounded above. Such result could be proved directly or
follows from Banach-Steinhaus Theorem because of the convergence of the manifolds and
the defining functions.
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2.6. Interior regularity in all dimensions. Although the interior regularity for CCE
manifolds is well known, we derive the interior regularity for convenience.

Theorem 2.14. Suppose (Xd, ∂X, g+) is a conformally compact Einstein with the Ck−2,γ

adopted metrics g∗ = ρ2g+ for k ≥ 2 and γ ∈ (0, 1). Assume that

(1) Given M > 1 and γ ∈ (0, 1) there exists some r0 > 0 such that the harmonic
radius r1,γ(M) ≥ r0;

(2) there exist positive constants C,C1 > 0 such that ρ(x) ≥ C1 provided dg∗(x, ∂X) ≥
C;

Then for all x ∈ X̄ with dg∗(x, ∂X) ≥ C and for all r ≤ r1 := min(r0, C/2), we have

(2.23) ‖Ricg∗‖Ck,γ(B(x,r/2)) ≤ C(M,γ, r0, C1, k, ‖Rmg∗‖Ck−2,γ(B(x,r1)))

which yields also in harmonic coordinates

(2.24) ‖g∗‖Ck+2,γ(B(x,r/2)) ≤ C(M,γ, r0, C1, k, ‖g∗‖Ck,γ(B(x,r1)))

Proof. In view of equation (2.10), it follows from [18, Theorem 6.2], that the estimate
(2.23) holds for the scalar curvature since Rmg∗ ∈ Ck−2,γ, that is, R ∈ Ck,γ. Using
Lemma 2.3 and the formula (2.14), (2.2) and (2.3), the Bach tensor B ∈ Ck−2,γ(B(x, r)).
Recall the elliptic system (2.9). By the classical regularity theory [18, Theorem 6.2], we
derive Ricg∗ ∈ Ck,γ(B(x, 3r/4)) and the estimate (2.23) holds. Finally, the estimate (2.24)
comes from Lemma 2.8. �

Remark 3. We notice the metric g∗ is smooth in the interior.

3. Boundary regularity in even dimension

To obtain the regularity result, we use some elliptic PDEs for the AHE manifolds in
the even dimensions. More precisely, it follows from [17, 20] when d is even, the metrics
conformal to Einstein metric have the vanishing the obstruction tensors Oij (see also [23]),
that is

(3.1) Oij = (4)d−4/2 1

d− 3
∇j∇lWijkl + lots = (4)d−4/2Bij + lots = 0

For example, when d = 6, we have

(3.2)
Bij,k

k = 2WkijlB
kl + 4Ak

kBij − 8AklC(ij)k,l

+4CkilCljk − 2CiklCjkl − 4Akk,lCij l + 4WkijlA
k
mA

ml

where 2C(ij)k = Cijk + Cjik. Our main results in this part can be stated as follows.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose (Xd, ∂X, g+) is conformally compact Einstein with positive confor-
mal infinity (∂X, [h]) with even dimension d ≥ 6. Assume that, under the Cd−2 adopted
metrics g∗, we have

(1) ‖Rmg∗‖Cd−4 ≤ 1;
(2) Given M > 1 and γ ∈ (0, 1) there exists some r0 > 0 such that the harmonic

radius r1,γ(M) ≥ r0;
(3) ‖h‖Cd−1,γ ≤ N for some positive constants N > 0 and γ ∈ (0, 1).
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Then for all x ∈ X̄ and for all r ≤ r0, we have
(3.3)
‖Ricg∗‖Cd−3,γ(B(x,r/2)∩X̄) ≤ C(M,γ, r0, d, ‖Rmg∗‖Cd−4(B(x,r0)∩X̄), ‖h‖Cd−1,γ(B(x,r0)∩∂X))

which yields also

(3.4) ‖g∗‖Cd−1,γ(B(x,r/2)∩X̄) ≤ C(M,γ, r0, d, ‖Rmg∗‖Cd−4(B(x,r0)∩X̄), ‖h‖Cd−1,γ(B(x,r0)∩∂X))

Moreover, if we assume only instead of (3) that

(3′) ‖h‖Cd−2,γ ≤ N for some positive constants N > 0,

then there α(M, r0, γ) such that for all x ∈ X̄ and for all r ≤ r0, we have

(3.5) ‖Ricg∗‖Cd−4,α(B(x,r/2)∩X̄) ≤ C(M, r0, d, ‖Rmg∗‖Cd−4(B(x,r0)∩X̄), ‖h‖Cd−2,γ(B(x,r0)∩∂X))

which implies also in harmonic coordinates

(3.6) ‖g∗‖Cd−2,α(B(x,r/2)∩X̄) ≤ C(M, r0, d, ‖Rmg∗‖Cd−4(B(x,r0)∩X̄), ‖h‖Cd−2,γ(B(x,r0)∩∂X))

Proof. We use the harmonic coordinate and boundary conditions in Lemma 2.6. In view
of equation (2.10), it follows from [18, Theorem 6.6], that the estimate (3.3) holds for
the scalar curvature since ‖Rmg∗‖Cd−4 ≤ 1, that is, R ∈ Cd−3,γ. Using Lemma 2.7, the
restriction of the schouten tensor A and the Weyl tensor W on the boundary in the space
of functions Cd−3,γ. Now we want to estimate the Bach tensor via the obstruction tensor.
Recall the elliptic system (3.1) or (3.2). We try to use the classical regularity theory for
the laplacian operator successively. It follows from [18, Theorem 8.32] that B ∈ C1,γ

(when d = 6) or more generally B ∈ Cd−5,γ. Using equation (2.9), and again from [18,
Theorem 6.6], the estimate (3.3) holds for the Ricci curvature since it is so for the scalar
curvature. Therefore, the estimate (3.4) comes from Lemma 2.8. Similarly, we prove
estimates (3.5) and (3.6) by [18, Theorem 8.29]. �

Remark 4. In Lemma 3.1,

• we have high order estimates, that is, if h ∈ Ck,γ with k ≥ d−1, we have g∗ ∈ Ck,γ.
• we could expect the weak regularity on the boundary for example h ∈ Cd/2+1 when
d = 6.

4. Boundary regularity in all dimensions

We now use a different strategy to gain boundary regularity for general dimension d,
namely the ”gauged Einstein equations” as in the work of Chruściel-Delay-Lee-Skinner
[14]. The eventual goal is to gain the regularity of the compactified metric through the
choice of a suitable local gauge, from there we gain the regularity of the Weyl and Cotton
tensor near conformal infinity, which in turn implies the regularity of the 4-th Bach tensor.
This section is organized as follows. In subsection 4.1, we present the concept of local
gauge for Einstein metric introduced by Biquard [6], and derive some C3,α regularity
of the defining function ρ in the adapted harmonic coordinate in Lemma 4.1, and from
which we derive the closeness of the metric g+ related to the approximated metric t+

in Lemma 4.2. In subsection 4.2, we prove the existence the suitable local gauge in the
neighborhood of any point on the conformal infinity and derive the suitable estimates
for such local gauge in Lemma 4.4, once we establish some uniform estimates for the
linearized operator of gauge condition in Lemma 4.3. In subsection 4.3, we prove first
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some uniform estimates for the linearized operator with respect to the first variable for
the gauged Einstein functional in Lemma 4.5 and derive some ε-regularity result of the
gauged metric in Lemma 4.6, which leads to the regularity in a neighborhood of any
point on the conformal infinity in Lemma 4.7. In subsection 4.4, we apply the estimates
in subsection 4.3 to derive estimates of the Weyl and Cotton tensor of the compactified
metric g∗ in Lemma 4.8, and finally passing such information to the C1,λ estimates of
Rm[g∗] in a local neighborhood of the conformal infinity in Lemma 4.9.

4.1. Gauged Einstein equation. In [14], the authos use gauged Einstein equation to
study the regularity and later on Biquard-Herzlich [7] prove a local version. Let us consider
the nonlinear functional on d-dimensional open set ZR(p) with p ∈ ∂X introduced by
Biquard [6] for two asymptotically hyperbolic metrics g+ and k+.

(4.1) F (g+, k+) := Ric[g+] + (d− 1)g+ − δg+(Bk+(g+)),

where Bk+(g+) is a linear condition, essentially the infinitesimal version of the harmonicity
condition

Bk+(g+) := δk+g+ +
1

2
dtrk+(g+).

We have for any asymptotically hyperbolic metrics k+

D1F (k+, k+) =
1

2
(4L + 2(d− 1)),

where D1 denotes the differentiation of F with respective to its first variable, and where
the Lichnerowicz Laplacian 4L on symmetric 2-tensors is given by

4L := ∇∗∇[k+] + 2
◦
Ric[k+]− 2

◦
Rm[k+];

where
◦
Ric[k+](u)ij =

1

2
(Rim[g+]uj

m +Rjm[k+]ui
m),

and
◦
Rm[k+](u)ij = Rimjl[k

+]uml.

It is clear for any asymptotically hyperbolic Einstein metrics g+

F (g+, g+) = 0

Suppose (Xd, ∂X, g+) is conformally compact Einstein with positive conformal infinity
(∂X, [h]) with dimension d ≥ 4. Assume that, under the C3 adopted metrics g∗, we
assume

(1) ‖Rmg∗‖C0 ≤ 1;
(2) there exists some r0 > 0 such that the injectivity radius iint(X) ≥ r0, i∂(X) ≥

2r0, i(∂X) ≥ r0;
(3) ‖h‖C6 ≤ N for some positive constants N > 0;

Hence, we can identify {p ∈ X̄, ρ(p) ≤ r1} = [0, r1] × ∂X ⊂ {dg∗(p, ∂X) ≤ r0} for some
r1 > 0 ( we could decrease r1 if necessary) as a submanifolds with the boundary. We
consider a C4 compacitified AH manifold on [0, r1/2]× ∂X

t = dρ2 + h+ ρ2h(2), t+ = ρ−2t
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where h(2) is the Fefferman-Graham expansion term and intrinsically determined by the
boundary metric h. Given 2R < r1/2, we look for a local diffeomorphism Φ : ZR(p) →
Z2R(p) such that Φ∗g+ solves the gauged Einstein equation in ZR/2(p)

(4.2) F (Φ∗g+, t+) = 0

We divide the boundary ∂ZR(p) := ∂∞ZR(p) ∪ ∂intZR(p) = ({ρ = 0} ∩ ∂ZR(p)) ∪ ({ρ >
0} ∩ ∂ZR(p)). Given a CCE g+ and a regular AH t+ with the same conformal infinity on
the local boundary Ψp,R(Y ∞1 ), we try to find a local diffeomorphism Φ : ZR(p)→ Z2R(p)
such that the gauged condition is satisfied in ZR/2(p) up to the diffeomorphism Φ, that is

Bt+(Φ∗g+) = 0 in ZR/2(p)

Thus, the gauged Einstein equation (4.2) is satisfied in ZR/2(p). We know ρ ∈ C3,γ
loc for all

γ ∈ (0, 1) under the adapted harmonic coordinates for the metric g∗. More precisely, we
have

Lemma 4.1. Under the above the assumptions, there exists some positive constant C
depending on γ but independent of p (and the sequence of the metrics) such that for all
p ∈ ∂X under the adapted harmonic coordinates

‖ρ‖C3,γ(Zr1/2(p)) ≤ C

Proof. By the classical elliptic regularity [18, Theorem 8.33], it follows from (2.10) that
the scalar curvature R ∈ C1,γ

loc and we have

‖R‖C1,γ(Zr1 (p)) ≤ C

for all p ∈ ∂X and for all γ ∈ (0, 1). Thanks of (2.3) and Lemma 2.3, we infer that ρ is
C3,γ smooth in Zr1/2(p) under the adapted harmonic coordinates for the metric g∗, and

‖ρ‖C3,γ(Zr1/2(p)) ≤ C

Therefore, we prove the desired results. �

Remark 5. Under the assumptions that the metric is in C2,γ and the scalar curvature in
C2,γ, there holds ρ in C4,γ under the adapted harmonic coordinates for the metric g∗.

In the above lemma we consider the partial differential derivatives for C3,γ norm, do not
consider the covariant derivatives. We could identify the neighborhood {p ∈ X|ρ(p) ≤
r1/2} of ∂X in X as [0, r1/2] × ∂X. In fact, let (θ2, · · · , θd) be the harmonic chart of
∂X. We extend them as harmonic functions (x2, · · · , xd) in X so that a local chart of
{p ∈ X|ρ(p) ≤ r1/2} could be given by (ρ, x2, · · · , xd). In view of Lemma 4.1 , such chart
is C3,γ compatible with the harmonic coordinates of X. Thus, recall the C4 compacitified
AH manifold on [0, r1/2]× ∂X

t = dρ2 + h+ ρ2h(2), t+ = ρ−2t

We suppose for t, one has i∂(X) ≥ 2r1, i(∂X) ≥ r1 ( we could decrease r1 if necessary).
We consider t+ as a reference AH metric with the given conformal infinity h. For simplicity,
we drop the index i for the family of metrics ti and t+i if there is no confusion. Recall near
the boundary( in [0, r1/2]× ∂X), t+i is a family of class C4 AH manifolds, and moreover
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the family of metrics ti is compact in C3,γ Cheeger-Gromov’s topology in ZR(p) for all
R < r1/2, for any p ∈ ∂X and for all γ ∈ (0, 1). We define a map Hv : ZR(p)→M by

Hv(q) = expq(v(q)),

where exp denotes the Riemannian exponential map of t+. It is showed that Hv is differ-
morphism if v is sufficiently small, and by [14, lemma 4.1] it extends to a homeomorphism
of ZR(p) fixing the boundary at infinity pointwise if v is small in C1,0

δ (ZR(p);TX) for δ > 0.

Let Σ2 denote the bundle of symmetric covariant 2-tensors over X. Let ϕR be the
cut-off function in X such that

suppϕR ∈ ZR(p), ϕR ≡ 1 on ZR
2
(p), ‖ϕR‖Ck,λk+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C0R

−k−λ ∀0 ≤ k ≤ 2∀λ ∈ (0, 1).

We set g+
ϕ = t+ + ϕ(g+ − t+). We try to find a local gauge Hv

Bt+((Hv)
∗g+
ϕ ) = 0 in ZR(p)

The linearized operator on v is Bt+(δt+)∗ = 1
2
((∇)∗∇[t+] − Ric[t+]) which is an isomor-

phism from Ck+2,λ
δ into Ck,λ

δ provided δ ∈ (−1, d).
Now we consider the boundary harmonic chart (x1, · · · , xd). Let φ be a chart such that
φ−1(q) = (ρ(q), x2, · · · · · · , xd).

Lemma 4.2. Under the above the assumptions, there exists some positive constant C
and R0 < r1/2 independent of p ∈ ∂X (and the sequence of the metrics) such that for all
p ∈ ∂X

i) g = t+O(ρλ) ∀λ ∈ (0, 1)

ii) g+ − t+ ∈ C1,λ
1+λ ∀0 < λ < λ′ < 1. Furthermore,

‖g+ − t+‖C1,λ
1+λ(ZR0

(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λ
0

Proof. We use the above chart φ. We want to prove on the boundary g1γ = 0, ∂1gij = 0
for all γ = 2, · · · , d and for all i, j = 1, , · · · , d. For the first one, we note on the boundary

g(∂1, ∂γ) = ∂γρ = 0

since ρ vanishes on the boundary ∂X. Using (2.1), g11 = g(∂1, ∂1) = O(ρ2) so that
∂1g11 = 0 on ∂X.
Again g(∂1, ∂1) ≡ 1 on the boundary ∂X, which yield g(∇∂γ∂1, ∂1) = 0 on the boundary.
Together with the fact the boundary is totally geodesic. Thus,∇∂γ∂1 = 0 on the boundary.
On the other hand, by (2.2), we deduce ∂1g1γ = ∂1∂γρ = D2ρ(∂1, ∂γ) − (∇∂1∂γ)ρ =
D2ρ(∂1, ∂γ)−(∇∂γ∂1)ρ = D2ρ(∂1, ∂γ) = 0. Again it follows from (2.2) that ρ,αβ = 0 so that
the Christofell symbols Γ1

αβ = 0 on the boundary, that is, 0 = 1
2
(∂βgα1 + ∂αg1β − ∂1gαβ) =

−1
2
∂1gαβ since ∂βgα1 = ∂αg1β = 0 on the boundary. Thus, we prove the claim. We

know the metric g∗ is in C1,λ so that (i) is an immediate result of the above claim. By
the Taylor’s expansion, the second property comes from the fact g∗ is bounded in C1,λ

topology for all λ ∈ (0, 1). �
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4.2. Local gauge. We want to find a diffeomorphism H fixing the boundary in ZR(p)
such that Bt+H

∗g+ = 0 which is equivalent to B(H−1)∗t+g
+ = 0 in H−1(ZR(p)). Given

small R > 0 and p ∈ ∂X, let Ψp,R : Y1 ⊂ H → ZR(p) be a boundary Möbius chart. It
follows from [26, Lemma 6.1] that for any λ ∈ (0, 1)

‖Ψ∗p,Rt+ − gH‖3,λ;Y1 ≤ CR

where the positive constant C > 0 independent of the sequence and the point p ∈ ∂X.
We denote ϕ some non-negative smooth cut-off function such that ϕ ≡ 1 on Y1/2 and
ϕ ≡ 0 on H \ Y1. We want to glue the metric Ψ∗p,Rt

+ with the standard hyperbolic metric
gH as follows

t+p,R = ϕΨ∗p,Rt
+ + (1− ϕ)gH

There exists some small R̄0 > 0 such that the sectional curvature of t+p,R is negative and

t+p,R is a compact family of AH metrics in C3,λ Cheeger-Gromov topology for all R ≤ R̄0,
for all p ∈ ∂X and for the sequence (for adopted metrics) since t+ is compact family of

AH metrics C3,λ Cheeger-Gromov topology (for compactified metrics). We denote Z̃R(p)
such AH metric. We consider the following mapping Ψ.

Ψ : C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p);TZ̃R̄0
(p))× C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p); Σ2) → C0,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p);TZ̃R̄0

(p))× C1,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p); Σ2)
(v, w) 7→ (B(H−1

v )∗t+(t+w), w)

where t+w = t+ + w. It is clear that

D1Ψ1(0, 0)(Y ) = Bt+((δt+)∗Y ) = (
1

2
((∇)∗∇[t+]−Ric[t+])Y

Here Ψ = (Ψ1,Ψ2) and δ∗ is the symetrized covariant derivative of the vector field. It

is known [26, Theorem C] that D1Ψ1(0, 0) : Ck,λ
δ → Ck−2,λ

δ is an isomorphism provided
δ ∈ (−1, d). In the following, if there is no confusion, the set ZR(p) is always related to
the metric t+.

Lemma 4.3. Under the above the assumptions, there exists some positive constant C and
η > 0 small independent of p ∈ ∂X (and the sequence of the metrics) such that Ψ is a

C1 map for (vi, wi) ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p);TZ̃R̄0
(p))×C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p); Σ2) with ‖vi‖+ ‖wi‖ ≤ η for

i = 1, 2 and satisfies

i) ‖D1Ψ1(0, 0)‖+ ‖(D1Ψ1(0, 0))−1‖ ≤ C
ii) ‖DΨ1(v1, w1)−DΨ1(v2, w2)‖ ≤ C(‖v1 − v2‖C2,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)) + ‖w1 − w2‖C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)))

where C is some positive constant independent of the sequence and p ∈ ∂X.

Proof. If there is no confusion, we denote the extension metric t+p,R as t+ in the proof.
It follows from [26, Lemma 4.6] that ‖D1Ψ1(0, 0)‖ ≤ C for some positive constant C
independent of p ∈ ∂X (and the sequence of the metrics) since the family of metrics ti
(resp. t+i ) is compact in C3,γ Cheeger-Gromov topology for all γ ∈ (0, 1).
Now we prove ‖(D1Ψ1(0, 0))−1‖ ≤ C by the contradiction. Recall the sectional cur-

vature is negative on Z̃R̄0
(p). Therefore, there is no L2 kernel for the linear opera-

tor 1
2
((∇)∗∇[t+] − Ric[t+]). As a consequence, it follows from [26, Theorem C] that
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D1Ψ1(0, 0) : C2,λ
1+λ → C0,λ

1+λ is an isomorphism since 1 + λ ∈ (−1, d). We suppose

‖(D1Ψ1(0, 0))−1[t+i ]‖ → ∞

Thus, we choose some vector field vi ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p);TZ̃R̄0
(p)) with ‖vi‖C2,λ

1+λ
= 1 and

‖(D1Ψ1(0, 0)[t+i ])vi‖C0,λ
1+λ
→ 0.

Up to a subsequence, ti converges to t∞ in C3,γ Cheeger-Gromov topology for all γ ∈ (0, 1).
Modulo a subsequence, t+i converges also to a C3,γ AH t+∞ = ρ−2t∞ in C3,γ Cheeger-
Gromov topology. On the other hand, by [26, Lemma 6.4],

‖vi‖C2,λ
1+λ
≤ C(‖(D1Ψ1(0, 0)[t+i ])vi‖C0,λ

1+λ
+ ‖vi‖C0,0

1+λ′
)

where λ′ ∈ (0, λ) and C is some positive constant independent of p and the sequence since
ti is in some compact set in C3,γ Cheeger-Gromov topology. Thus, we have for large i

‖vi‖C0,0

1+λ′
≥ 1/2C

By the Rellich Lemma [26, Lemma 3.6], the mapping C2,λ
1+λ ↪→ C0,0

1+λ′ is a compact embed-
ding so that we infer ‖v∞‖C0,0

1+λ′
≥ 1/2C. On the other hand, we have

(D1Ψ1(0, 0)[t+∞])v∞ = 0

As above, we have D1Ψ1(0, 0)[t+∞] : C2,λ
1+λ → C0,λ

1+λ is an isomorphism so that v∞ = 0. This
contradiction yields the desired result (i).
Now we prove Ψ is a C1 map with the property (ii). The proof is similar as in [14,

Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4]. Let Φj be any Möbius chart around some point pj ∈ Z̃R̄0
(p).

We sketch the proof here. When v is small, we have Hv maps V1(pj) into V2(pj) and

Hv(V2(pj)) contains V1(pj). We denote Möbius coordinates by x or (x1, x2, · · · , xd) and

the associated standard fiber coordinates on TZ̃R(p) by v or (v1, v2, · · · , vd). Let Ej(x, v)
denote the component functions of the t+-exponential map in Möbius coordinates. As the
Christoffel symbols are of class C3, it follows from the standard ODE theory that Ej(x, v)
is of class C3. Thus, Hv has component functions given by Hj(x) = Ej(x, v(x)) with

Ej(x, 0) = xj. Set Aj(x) = Hj(x) − xj. For sufficiently small v ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R(p);TZ̃R(p)),

Hv : Z̃R̄0
(p)→ Z̃R̄0

(p) is a diffeomorphism. Moreover, we have

‖A(x)‖2,λ;B̄2
≤ C‖Φ∗i v‖2,λ;B̄2

≤ Cρ(pi)
1+λ‖v‖C2,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p))

Here C is some positive constant independent of the sequence and p ∈ ∂X since the
Christoffel symbols are bounded in C3 topology for t+i . We denote K(x) = H−1(x) =
x + B(x) so that the differential dK(x) = (dH)−1(K(x)). Thus, in Möbius coordinates,
we have K(x) + A(K(x)) = x, that is, B(x) = −A(K(x)), which implies

‖B‖2,λ;B̄1
= ‖ − A(K(x))‖2,λ;B̄1

≤ C‖A‖2,λ;B̄2
(1 + ‖B‖2,λ;B̄1

)

so that

‖B‖2,λ;B̄1
≤ Cρ(pi)

1+λ‖v‖C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))
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provided C‖A‖2,λ;B̄2
≤ 1/2. Here C is still some positive constant independent of the

sequence and p ∈ ∂X. Now, we write

Φ∗l ((H
−1
v )∗t+ − t+) =((Φ∗l t

+)jk(K(x))− (Φ∗l t
+)jk(x))dxj ⊗ dxk

+ 2(Φ∗l t
+)jk(K(x))

∂Bk

∂xq
dxj ⊗ dxq

+ (Φ∗l t
+)jk(K(x))

∂Bj

∂xm
∂Bk

∂xq
dxm ⊗ dxq

Recall that ti is bounded in C4 topology (or simply C3 topology) near the boundary so
that by [14, Lemma2.1]

‖((Φ∗l t+)jk(Kx))− (Φ∗l t
+)jk(x))‖1,λ;B̄1

≤ C‖B(x)‖1,λ;B̄1

On the other hand, we can estimate

‖2(Φ∗l t
+)jk(K(x))

∂Bk

∂xq
dxj ⊗ dxq + (Φ∗l t

+)jk(K(x))
∂Bj

∂xm
∂Bk

∂xq
dxm ⊗ dxq‖1,λ;B̄1

≤ C‖B(x)‖2,λ;B̄1

As a consequence, we infer

‖Φ∗l ((H−1
v )∗t+ − t+)‖1,λ;B̄1

≤ C‖Φ∗l v‖2,λ;B̄2
≤ Cρ(pi)

1+λ‖v‖C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))

which implies

‖(H−1
v )∗t+ − t+‖C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)) ≤ C‖v‖C2,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p))

where C is some positive constant independent of the sequenceand p ∈ ∂X. In Möbius
chart, we know

Φ∗l t
+ = gjk(x)dxj ⊗ dxk, Φ∗l (H

−1
v )∗t+ = (g−v)jk(x)dxj ⊗ dxk = (gjk(x) + αjk(x))dxj ⊗ dxk

with

‖αjk(x)dxj ⊗ dxk‖1,λ;B̄1
≤ Cρ(pi)

1+λ‖v‖C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))

Hence, it follows directly

‖BΦ∗l (H−1
v )∗t+Φ∗l (t

+
w)‖0,λ;B̄1

≤ C(‖Φ∗l v‖2,λ;B̄2
+ ‖Φ∗lw‖1,λ;B̄2

)

≤ Cρ(pi)
1+λ(‖v‖C2,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)) + ‖w‖C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)))

which implies

‖B(H−1
v )∗t+(t+w)‖C0,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)) ≤ C(‖v‖C2,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)) + ‖w‖C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)))

Recall E(x, v) the component functions of the t+-exponential map is bounded in C3

topology near the boundary, (that is, in the set {(x, v)|x ∈ Z̃R̄0
(p), |v| ≤ 1} with the

uniform bound w.r.t. p and sequence), since t is is bounded in C4 topology near the

boundary. Given small (v1, w1), (v2, w2) ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p);TZ̃R̄0
(p))× C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p); Σ2), let

Hv1+v2(x) = E(x, v1 + v2) be a diffeormorphism related to the vector field v1 + v2 and its
inverse map can be written as H−1

v1+v2
−H−1

v1
= H−1

v1+v2
◦ (Hv1 −Hv1+v2) ◦H−1

v1
. Similarly,

in Möbius Chart, we can estimate

‖Hv1+v2(x)−Hv1(x)‖2,λ;B̄1
+ ‖H−1

v1+v2
(x)−H−1

v1
(x)‖2,λ;B̄1

≤ C‖Φ∗i v2‖2,λ;B̄2
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so that

‖(H−1
v1+v2

)∗t+ − (H−1
v1

)∗t+‖C1,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) ≤ C‖v2‖C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))

Moreover, there exists some small η > 0 independent of the sequenceand p ∈ ∂X such

that for all small (v1, w1), (v2, w2) ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p);TZ̃R̄0
(p))×C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p); Σ2) with ‖vi‖+

‖wi‖ ≤ η and for all (v, w) ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p);TZ̃R̄0
(p))× C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p); Σ2) , we have

‖DΨ1(v1, w1)(v, w)−DΨ1(v2, w2)(v, w)‖C0,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))

≤C(‖v1 − v2‖C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) + ‖w1 − w2‖C1,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)))(‖v‖C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) + ‖w‖C1,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)))

where C is some positive constant independent of the sequence and p ∈ ∂X. Here we
use the fact that D2Ψ1(v1, w1)w = B(H−1

v1
)∗t+w and t is compact in C3 topology near the

boundary. On the other hand, we remark Ψ2(·, ·) is a linear continuous projection on the
second variable. From the above estimates, Ψ is a C1 map satisfying (ii). Therefore, we
finish the proof. �

Lemma 4.4. Under the above the assumptions, there exists some positive constant C and
R1 < R̄0/2 independent of p ∈ ∂X (and the sequence of the metrics) such that for all

p ∈ ∂X and R ≤ R1 there exists a local gauge vector field ṽ ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p);TZ̃R̄0
(p))

small satisfies

i) H∗vg
+solves local gauge for gauged Einstein equation in ZR/2(p)

ii) ‖Hv‖C2,λ(ZR̄0/2
(p)) ≤ C

iii) ‖ṽ‖C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λR̄1+λ
0 ∀0 ≤ λ < λ′ < 1

where v = (Ψp,R̄0
)∗ṽ

Proof. Let ϕ : R → R be a smooth non-negative cut-off function satisfying ϕ(s) ≡ 1 for
all s < 1/2 and ϕ(s) ≡ 0 for all s > 1. We consider

wR(x) = ϕ(dt(x, p)/R)(g+ − t+).

Set w̃R = (Ψp,R̄0
)∗wR.Thanks of Lemma 4.2, we have w̃R ∈ C1,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p); Σ2) and

‖w̃R‖C1,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λR̄1+λ
0

so that ‖w̃R‖C1,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) → 0 as R→ 0. In view of Lemma 4.3, it follows from the inverse

function theorem there exists some small R1 < R̄0/2 such that for all R ≤ R1 one could

ṽ ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p);TZ̃R̄0
(p)) which solves Ψ(ṽ, w̃R) = (0, w̃R). Moreover, we estimate

‖ṽ‖C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λR̄1+λ
0 .

To see that, we have Ψ(0, 0) = 0 and Ψ1(0, w̃R) = B(Ψp,R̄0
)∗t+((Ψp,R̄0

)∗(t+ + wR)) =

(Ψp,R̄0
)∗Bt+(wR) so that

‖Ψ1(0, w̃R)‖C0,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λR̄1+λ
0 .

Thus, we prove (iii). As a consequence

‖v‖C2,λ
1+λ(ZR̄0

(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λ
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We have B(H−1
v )∗t+(t+ + wR) = 0 in ZR1(p), which yields

0 = (Hv)
∗B(H−1

v )∗t+(t+ + wR) = Bt+(Hv)
∗(t+ + wR)

Recall g+ = t+ + w in ZR/2(p). Hence H∗vg
+ solves local gauge for gauged Einstein

equation in ZR/2(p), that is, (i) is proved. The proof of (ii) is given in [14, Lemma4.4].
Finally, the result is proved. �

4.3. ε-regularity. In this part, we want to prove high order regularity up to a diffeo-
morphism. We establish first the uniform bound for the linearized operator D1F and its
inverse.

Lemma 4.5. Under the above the assumptions, there exists positive constant C indepen-
dent of p ∈ ∂X (and the sequence of the metrics) such that

‖D1F (t+
p,R̄0

, t+
p,R̄0

)‖+ ‖(D1F (t+
p,R̄0

, t+
p,R̄0

))−1‖ ≤ C

where D1F (t+
p,R̄0

, t+
p,R̄0

) : C2,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))→ C0,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) (or D1F (t+
p,R̄0

, t+
p,R̄0

) : C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))→
C0,λ

1+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p))). Moreover, such estimates hold also for D1F (t+

p,R̄0
, t+
p,R̄0

) : C3,λ
3+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))→
C1,λ

3+λ(Z̃R̄0
(p)) (or D1F (t+

p,R̄0
, t+
p,R̄0

) : C3,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))→ C1,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)))

Proof. We state the sectional curvature of t+
p,R̄0

is negative in Z̃R̄0
(p). It is known (see

[26, Proof of Theorem A]) the L2 kernel of the operator D1F (t+
p,R̄0

, t+
p,R̄0

) is trivial. Hence

by [26, Theorem C], D1F (t+
p,R̄0

, t+
p,R̄0

) : C2,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)))→ C0,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) is an isomorphism

since 2 + λ ∈ (0, d). Recall the family of t is compact in C2,λ for all λ ∈ (0, 1) Cheeger-
Gromov topology (even C3,λ). By the same arguments in the proof of Lemma 4.3, the
desired results follow. The proof in the high order Hölder spaces is same. We finish the
proof. �

Now we can prove the ε-regularity result.

Lemma 4.6. Under the above the assumptions, there exists positive constant C and small
positive constant ε independent of p ∈ ∂X (and the sequence of the metrics) such that if
for all R < min(R1/2, 1) we have

‖H∗vg+ − t+‖C0,λ
λ (ZR(p)) ≤ ε and ‖H∗vg+ − t+‖C1,λ

1+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C,

then we have

‖H∗vg+ − t+‖C2,λ
2+λ(ZR/2(p)) ≤

C

R
,

moreover, there holds

‖H∗vg+ − t+‖C3,λ
3+λ(ZR/4(p)) ≤

C

R2
,

Proof. We consider the following equation

E[u] := F (t+ + u, t+).

where u is a symmetric 2-tensor fields. By Lemma 4.3, u = g̃+ − t+ := (Hv)
∗g+ − t+ is

a solution of E[u] = 0 in ZR1/2(p). It is a is quasilinear uniformly degenerate equation
with its linearized operator at 0, DE[0] = 1

2
(∆L + 2(d − 1)) := P, which is of course, a
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geometric elliptic operator. Recall u solves E(u) = 0 in ZR(p). On the other hand, a
direct calculation leads to (see [19])

E(0) = Ric[t+] + (d− 1)t+ ∈ C3,λ
(1+λ)(ZR(p)) ⊂ C2,λ

(λ)(ZR(p))

so that by Lemma 2.12

‖E(0)‖C2,λ
2+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C

Here the bound C is independent of p and the sequence. Let G[u] = E[u]−E[0]−DE[0]u
be the quadratic polynomials and higher degree in u. Hence we can estimate for small u

‖G[u]‖C0,λ
2+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C‖G[u]‖C0,λ

2+2λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C(‖u‖C2,λ
2+λ(ZR(p))‖u‖C0,λ

λ (ZR(p)) + ‖u‖2

C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p))

)

where C is independent of p and the sequence. As t is C4, we can choose ϕR(x) =
ϕ(dt(x, p)/R) be the C3 cut-off function in ZR̄0

(p) such that

suppϕR ∈ ZR(p), ϕR ≡ 1 on ZR
2
(p),

‖∇kϕR(x)‖ ≤ C0R
−k,∀0 ≤ k ≤ 3.

We have

ϕRG[u] = ϕR(E[u]− E[0]−DE[0]u) = −ϕRE[0]− P (ϕRu) + [ϕR, P ]u

We note

[ϕR, P ]u = −∇∗[t+]u∇[t+]ϕR − u∇∗[t+]∇[t+]ϕR

so that

‖[ϕR, P ]u‖C0,λ
2+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C(

‖u‖C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p))

R
+
‖u‖C0,λ

1+λ(ZR(p))

R
)

For this purpose, let Φl be any Möbius chart around some point pl ∈ ZR(p). We write

Φ∗l ([ϕR, P ]u) =−∇∗[Φ∗l t+]Φ∗l u∇[Φ∗l t
+]Φ∗lϕR − Φ∗l u∇∗[Φ∗l t+]∇[Φ∗l t

+]Φ∗lϕR

so that

‖Φ∗l ([ϕR, P ]u)‖0,λ;B1 ≤ C(‖∇Φ∗l u‖0,λ;B1‖∇Φ∗lϕR‖0,λ;B1 + ‖Φ∗l u‖0,λ;B1‖∇2Φ∗lϕR‖0,λ;B1)

≤ C(‖Φ∗l u‖1,λ;B1‖∇Φ∗lϕR‖0,λ;B1 + ‖Φ∗l u‖0,λ;B1‖∇2Φ∗lϕR‖0,λ;B1)

≤ Cρ(pl)
2+λ(‖u‖C1,λ

1,λ
/R + ‖u‖C0,λ

1,λ
/R)

where C is some positive constant independent of p and the sequence. Thus, the desired
estimate follows. Now we estimete

‖ϕRE(0)‖C0,λ
2+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C‖ϕR‖C0,λ(ZR(p))‖E(0)‖C0,λ

2+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C

Similarly

‖ϕRG[u]‖C0,λ
2+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C‖ϕRG[u]‖C0,λ

2+2λ(ZR(p))

≤ C(‖ϕRu‖C2,λ
2+λ(ZR(p))‖u‖C0,λ

λ (ZR(p)) + ‖ϕR‖C0,λ(ZR(p))‖u‖2

C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p))

)

≤ C(‖ϕRu‖C2,λ
2+λ(ZR(p))‖u‖C0,λ

λ (ZR(p)) + ‖u‖2

C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p))

)
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Gathering the above estimates, we infer

‖ − ϕRG[u]− ϕRE[0] + [ϕR, P ]u‖C0,λ
2+λ(ZR(p))

≤C(‖ϕRu‖C2,λ
2+λ(ZR(p))‖u‖C0,λ

λ (ZR(p)) + (1 + ‖u‖2

C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p))

)/R)

provided R < 1. Now we write

P (ϕRu) = −ϕRG[u]− ϕRE[0] + [ϕR, P ]u

Given a section w on ZR(p), let us denote w̃ := Ψ∗
p,R̄0

w and P̃ , Ẽ, G̃ the pull back by Ψp,R̄0

of P,L,G. It is clear
‖w‖k,λ;δ = (R̄0)δ‖w̃‖k,λ;δ

Hence

‖ − ϕ̃RG[u]− ϕ̃RE[0] + ˜[ϕR, P ]u‖C0,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))

≤C(‖ϕ̃Ru‖C2,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))‖u‖C0,λ
λ (ZR(p)) + (1 + ‖u‖2

C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p))

)(R̄0)2+λ/R)

We know ϕ̃Ru ∈ C1,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) and P̃ (ϕ̃Ru) ∈ C0,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) ⊂ C0,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) which implies

by [26, Lemma4.8] ϕ̃Ru ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)). Therefore, applying Lemma 4.5, we can write

ϕ̃Ru = P̃−1(−ϕ̃RG[u]− ϕ̃RE[0] + ˜[ϕR, P ]u) ∈ C2,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) ⊂ C2,λ
1+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))

Again from Lemma 4.5, we can obtain

‖ϕ̃Ru‖C2,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p)) ≤ C(‖ϕ̃Ru‖C2,λ
2+λ(Z̃R̄0

(p))‖u‖C0,λ
λ (ZR(p)) + (1 + ‖u‖2

C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p))

)(R̄0)2+λ/R)

so that

(1− C‖u‖C0,λ
λ (ZR(p)))‖ϕRu‖C2,λ

2+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C(1 + ‖u‖2

C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p))

)/R

Now, we take 1− C‖u‖C0,λ
1+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ 1/2, and the desried result yields.

For the high order regularity, we state first that

E(0) = Ric[t+] + (d− 1)t+ ∈ C3,λ
(1+λ)(ZR(p))

so that by Lemma 2.12
‖E(0)‖C3,λ

3+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ C

The proof for the rest is similar. Therefore, we finish the proof. �

Now, we could prove the high order regularity in a neighborhood of conformal infinity
up to a diffeomorphism. Namely, we have

Lemma 4.7. Under the above the assumptions, there exists positive constant C and small
positive constant R̄1 < min(R1, 1) independent of p ∈ ∂X (and the sequence of the metrics)
such that

‖H∗vg+ − t+‖C2,λ
2+λ(ZR̄1

(p)) ≤
C

R̄1

.

Moreover, we have

‖H∗vg+ − t+‖C3,λ
3+λ(ZR̄1

(p)) ≤
C

R̄2
1

.
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Proof. We claim ‖H∗vg+ − t+‖C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λ with 0 < λ < λ′ < 1. We write

H∗vg
+ − t+ = H∗v t

+ − t+ +H∗vw

Thanks of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 , we estimate

‖H∗v t+ − t+‖C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λ

On the other hand, for sufficiently small v ∈ C2,λ
1+λ(ZR̄0

(p);TX), Hv : ZR1(p) → Z2R1(p)
is a diffeomorphism. As in the proof of Lemma 4.3, set A(x) = H(x)− x in Möbius chart
around some point pl ∈ ZR̄(p). Therefore, we have

‖A(x)‖2,λ;B̄2
≤ C‖Φ∗i v‖2,λ;B̄2

≤ Cρ(pi)
1+λ‖v‖C2,λ

1+λ(ZR̄0
(p))

Here C is some positive constant independent of the sequenceand p ∈ ∂X. We write
w = g+ − t+ so that

Φ∗l ((Hv)
∗w) =((Φ∗lw)jk(H(x))dxj ⊗ dxk + 2(Φ∗lw)jk(H(x))

∂Ak

∂xq
dxj ⊗ dxq

+ (Φ∗lw)jk(H(x))
∂Aj

∂xm
∂Ak

∂xq
dxm ⊗ dxq

In view of Lemma 4.2, we can estimate

‖Φ∗l ((Hv)
∗w)‖1,λ;B̄1

≤ C‖Φ∗l (w)‖1,λ;B̄2
≤ Cρ(pl)

1+λ′ ≤ Cρ(pl)
1+λRλ′−λ

As a consequence, we infer

‖H∗vw‖C1,λ
1+λ(ZR(p)) ≤ CRλ′−λ

Therefore, we prove the claim. Therefore, we choose small R̄1 such that C(4R̄1)λ
′−λ < ε.

The result yields. We finish the proof. �

4.4. Regularity of g∗. In this part, we want to get the regularity of adopted metric g∗.
For this purpose, our key observation is to obtain first the regularity result for the Cotton
tensor (or the Bach tensor).

Lemma 4.8. Under the above the assumptions, we have in ZR̄1
(p)

‖W [g∗]‖C1,λ(ZR̄1
(p)) ≤ C

so that
‖C[g∗]‖C0,λ(ZR̄1

(p)) ≤ C

where C is some positive constants independent of the sequence and of p (depend on λ
and R̄1).

Proof. We write g∗ = ρ2g+ = (H−1
v )∗( (ρ◦Hv)2

ρ2 ρ2H∗vg
+) and g1 = (ρ◦Hv)2

ρ2 ρ2H∗vg
+ = H∗vg

∗. It

follows from Lemmas 4.2 to 4.7, we obtain

‖H∗vg+‖C3,λ
3+λ(ZR̄1

(p)) ≤ C

so that the compactified metric verifies

‖ρ2H∗vg
+‖C3,λ(ZR̄1

(p)) ≤ C
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that is, ρ2H∗vg
+ has the curvature in C1,λ for all λ ∈ (0, 1). We recall the Weyl tensor is

local conformal invariant. As a (3, 1) tensor, we have

W [ρ2H∗vg
+] = W [H∗vg

+] = H∗vW [g+] = H∗vW [g∗]

that is, ((Hv)
−1)∗W [ρ2H∗vg

+] = W [g∗]. Recall Hv is a C2,λ diffeomorphism so that

‖W [g∗]‖C1,λ(Z̄R̄1
(p)) ≤ C

It is known that

C[g∗]ijk =
1

d− 3
W [g∗]jkip,

p

Therefore, we infer

‖C[g∗]‖C0,λ(ZR̄1
(p)) ≤ C

Hence, we prove the desired result. �

Lemma 4.9. Under the above the assumptions, we have in ZR̄1/2(p)

‖Rmg∗‖C1,λ ≤ C

where C is some positive constant independent of the sequence and of p (depend on λ and
R̄1).

Proof. It is known the Bach tensor can be written

Bij = ∇kCjki + AklWkijl

Using the equation (2.9), we can write by Lemma 4.8

4Rij = ∂kfk + g

where fk ∈ C0,λ and g ∈ L∞. Assume that h is C4 on ∂X so that Ric|∂X is C2 on the
boundary. By the classical regularity theory, for example [18, theorem 8.33], there holds

‖Ric[g∗]‖C1,λ(Z̄R̄1/2
(p)) ≤ C

Finally, by the decomposition of Riemann curvature tensor, we prove the desired result.
�

5. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2

Based on the preparation in the previous sections we are ready to establish the com-
pactness of adopted metrics on conformally compact Einstein d-dimensional manifolds
which were stated in the introduction. The approach follows closely from the correspond-
ing results in [10, 11]. The proof in even dimensions and in all dimensions are quite
similar. The only difference relies on the fact that we have high order regularity for the
metrics in even dimensions. However, it is not the case in odd dimensions because of the
non-vanishing obstruction tensors in general. We give the proof of Theorems 1.1. For
the proof of Theorems 1.2, we give the different curvature regularity result and leave the
details for the interested readers.
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5.1. Proof of Theorems 1.1. To begin the proof, we will first establish some bounded
curvature estimates.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose that {(Xd
i , g

+
i )} is a sequence of conformally compact Einstein even

d-dimensional manifolds satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 1.1. Then there is a pos-
itive constant K0 such that, for the adopted metrics {(Xd

i , g
∗
i )} associated with a compact

family of boundary metrics hi –a representative of the conformal infinity (∂Xd
i , [hi])

(5.1) max
Xd
i

sup
k=(k1,··· ,kl), |k|:=l≤d−4

|∇kRmg∗i
|

2
k+2 ≤ K0

for all i.

Suppose otherwise that there is a subsequence {(Xd
i , g

+
i )} satisfying

Ki = max
Xi

sup
k=(k1,··· ,kl), |k|:=l≤d−4

|∇kRmg∗i
|

2
k+2 →∞.

and
either

(5.2)

∫
Xd

(|Wg+
i
|d/2dvol)[g+

i ]→ 0

or

(5.3) Y (∂X, [hi])→ Y (Sd−1, [gS]).

Let
Ki = Ki(pi) = max

k=(k1,··· ,kl), |k|:=l≤d−4
|∇kRmg∗i

|
2
k+2 (pi)

for some pi ∈ Xi. Then we consider the rescaling

(Xd
i , ḡi = Kig

∗
i , pi).

In view of Lemmas 2.9 and 2.11, we have the uniform lower bound of the intrinsic
injectivity radius iint(X, ḡi) and of the boundary injectivity radius i∂(X, ḡi). Together
with the assumption on the conformal infinity, we know the intrinsic injectivity radius
i(∂X, ˆ̄gi := ḡi|M) on the boundary is also uniformly bounded from below. Thus, for given
M > 1, the harmonic radius r1,γ(M) is uniformly bounded from below for the family
of metrics ḡi. Applying Lemmas 3.1 and 2.8, we have the compactness result in Cd−2,γ′

Cheeger-Gromov topology with base points for the metrics ḡi with γ′ < γ, provided that
the conformal infinity is bounded in Cd−2,γ norm.

Lemma 5.2. Under the above assumptions, there is no blow-up near the boundary.

Proof. We argue by the contradiction. Let us first consider the cases where

distḡi(pi, ∂Xi) <∞.
For the pointed manifolds (Xi, ḡi, pi) with boundary, in the light of all the preparations
in the previous sections, we have Cheeger-Gromov convergence

(Xd
i , ḡi, pi)→ (Xd

∞, g∞, p∞)

in Cd−2,γ′ Cheeger-Gromov topology (for a subsequence if necessary), where the limit
space is a complete Obstruction tensor flat and Q-flat manifold with a totally geodesic
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boundary ∂X∞; the boundary (∂X∞, h∞) is simply the Euclidean space Rn−1 because
i(∂Xi) ≥ i0 > 0; and

max
k=(k1,··· ,kl), |k|:=l≤d−4

|∇kRmg∞|
2
k+2 (p∞) = 1.

Now, clearly, to finish the proof is to show that the limit space (Xd
∞, g∞, p∞) is a locally

Euclidean space. For the convenience of readers, we very briefly sketch the proof from
[10, 11]. One first needs to show that ρ̄i → ρ∞ where ρ∞ satisfies

• g+
∞ = ρ−2

∞ g∞ is a (partially) conformally compact Einstein metric on Xd
∞ whose

conformal infinity is the Euclidean space Rd−1;

• v∞ = ρ
d−4

2∞ solves −∆g+
∞
v∞ − (d−1)2−9

4
v∞ = 0.

Then, by Condition (5.2), one shows that g+
∞ is Weyl free and is locally hyperbolic space

metric.
Now we assume Condition (5.3). We choose qi ∈ X such that d(qi, ∂X) ≥ 1 and d(pi, qi)
is bounded so that (Xd

i , g
+
i , qi)→ (Xd

∞, g
+
∞, q∞) in Cd−2,γ′ Cheeger-Gromov topology with

based points. It follows from Lemma 2.10 that for any r > 0

1 =
volg+

∞
(B(q∞, r))

volgHd (B(r))

so that g+
∞ is locally hyperbolic space metric by the Bishop-Gromov’s volume comparison.

The following is quite similar to the proof of [10, Proposition 4.8]. We sketch the proof
and indicate the difference. We work with the limit metric. For simplicity, we omit the
index ∞. We denote g̃+ standard hyperbolic space with the upper half space model. As
g̃+ = g+ in a neighborhood of the boundary {x1 = 0}, we can extend this local isometry
to a covering map π : g̃+ → g+. We write

g1 = x2
1g̃

+ and g2 = ρ2g+

where g1 is the standard euclidean metric and g2 the limit adopted metric. With the help
of the covering map π, we have π∗g2 = ρ̃2g+ where ρ̃ = ρ ◦ π. We have

(5.4) −4g̃+ ρ̃
d−4

2 − (d− 1)2 − 9

4
ρ̃
d−4

2 = 0

Also, it is evident

−∆g̃+x
d−4

2
1 − (d− 1)2 − 9

4
x
d−4

2
1 = 0.

Remind x1 is the geodesic defining function w.r.t. the flat boundary metric. We write

π∗g2 = ρ̃2g+ = ( ρ̃
x1

)2g1 := u
4
d−4 g1 where u = ( ρ̃

x1
)
d−4

2 . The semi-compactified metric g2

(or π∗g2) has flat Q4 and the boundary metric of g2 is the (d− 1)-dimensional euclidean
space and totally geometric. Thus u satisfies the following conditions

(5.5)


42u = 0 in Rd

+

−4u
u
− 2

d−4
|∇u|2
u2 ≥ 0 in Rd

+

u = 1 on ∂Rd
+

∇u = 4u = 0 on ∂Rd
+
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The first equation comes from the flat Q4 curvature and second one from the non-negative
scalar curvature. As g2 on the boundary is euclidean, u on the boundary is a constant 1.
On the other hand, we know both g1 and g2 have the totally geodesic boundary. Hence on
the boundary, ∂1u = 0 so that ∇u = 0. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.3 the
restriction of the scalar curvature vanishes on the boundary so that −4u− 2

d−4
|∇u|2 = 0.

This yields 4u = 0 on the boundary. On the other hand, we know that −4u ≥ 0 in Rd
+.

Using a result due to H.P.Boas and R.P. Boas [8], there exists some a ≥ 0

(5.6) −4u = ax1

We denote w := ρ̃
d−4

2 . Then, equation (5.4) is equivalent to the following one

4w +
2− d
x1

∂1w = −(d− 1)2 − 9

4x2
1

w

so that

4u =
4w

x
d−4

2
1

− d− 4

x
d−2

2
1

∂1w +
(d− 2)(d− 4)

4x
d
2
1

w =
2

x
d−2

2
1

∂1w +
4− d

x
d
2
1

w

Together with (5.6), we infer

∂1w +
4− d
2x1

w = −a
2
x
d
2
1

Therefore, for fixed (x0
1, x

0
2, · · · , x0

d) with x0
1 > 0, we have for t > 0

t
4−d

2 w(t, x0
2, · · · , x0

d)− (x0
1)

4−d
2 w(x0

1, x
0
2, · · · , x0

d) = −a
6

(t3 − (x0
1)3).

Taking t→ +∞, we infer

−(x0
1)

4−d
2 w(x0

1, x
0
2, · · · , x0

d) ≤ lim t
4−d

2 w(t, x0
2, · · · , x0

d)− (x0
1)

4−d
2 w(x0

1, x
0
2, · · · , x0

d)
= lim−a

6
(t3 − (x0

1)3) = −∞,

provided a > 0. This gives also a contradiction provided a > 0. Hence a = 0. Finally,

−4u
u
− 2

d−4
|∇u|2
u2 ≥ 0 implies ∇u ≡ 0, that is, g2 is flat. This contradiction yields that

there is no boundary blow-up. �

Lemma 5.3. Under the above assumptions, there is no interior blow-up.

Proof. We consider the rest cases when

distḡi(pi, ∂Xi)→∞

(at least for some subsequence). Notice that,

Ki = max
Xi

max
k=(k1,··· ,kl), |k|:=l≤d−4

|∇kRmg∗i
|

2
k+2 = max

k=(k1,··· ,kl), |k|:=l≤d−4
|∇kRmg∗i

|
2
k+2 (pi)

for some pi ∈ X in the interior. Proceeding as the above boundary cases, one has the
Cheeger-Gromov convergence

(Xd
i , ḡi, pi)→ (Xd

∞, g∞, p∞)
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in Cd−2,γ′ Cheeger-Gromov topology. The proof in these cases follows from [10]. We again
very briefly sketch the proof that is more or less from [10]. One first derives from (2.1)
that

Rḡi = 2(d− 1)ρ̄−2
i (1− |dρ̄i|2ḡi)

and shows that

• ρ̄i(x) ≥ Cdistḡi(x, ∂Xi). (cf. Step 2 in the proof of [10, Lemma 4.9]).

Then, consequently,

• R∞ = 0, and
• g∞ is Ricci-flat from being Q-flat and scalar flat in the light of the Q-curvature

equation (2.10). (cf. Step 3 of the proof of [10, Lemma 4.9]).

Thus, (X∞, g∞) is a complete Ricci-flat d-dimensional manifold with no boundary. As
same arguments as in the previous part, we have (X∞, g∞) is locally conformally flat, so
that (X∞, g∞) is flat because of the decomposition of the curvature tensor. Therefore, we
obtain the desired contradiction. For more details see [10] section 4.3. �

Proof of Lemma 5.1. . It is a direct consequence of Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 �

We now begin the proof of Theorem 1.1. For this purpose, we need to prove the
following diameter bound.

Lemma 5.4. Under the assumptions in Theorem 1.1, the diameters of the adopted metrics
g∗i are uniformly bounded.

Proof. We use the similar strategy as in [11, Section 4: The proof of Lemma 4.2]. We
sketch the proof.

We have already proved the family of metrics g∗i has the bounded curvature in Cd−4,γ′ .
In view of Lemmas 2.9 and 2.11, the boundary radius and the interior one are uniformly
bounded from below. Therefore, for all i, for all x ∈ X̄, we have vol(Bg∗i (x, 1)) ≥ C > 0
for some constant C > 0 independent of i, x, that is, there is non-collapse. We prove
the diameter is uniformly bounded above by contradiction. Suppose that the diameter
diam(g∗i ) tends to the infinity. By Cheeger-Gromov-Hausdorff compactness theory, up to
diffeomorphisms fixing the boundary, (Xi, g

∗
i ) converges to some complete non-compact

manifold (X∞, g∞) with the boundary.
Step 1. As in the same way as in [10, Section 4: the proof of Lemma 4.4], there exists

some C > 0 such that ρi ≥ C provided dg∗i (x, ∂X) ≥ 1 and dg∗i (x, ∂X) ≤ Cρi(x) provided
0 ≤ dg∗i (x, ∂X) ≤ 1. Thus the limit metric is conformal to an asymptotic hyperbolic
Einstein manifold. Without loss of generality, assume the boundary injectivity radius is
bigger than 1.

Step 2. There exists some constant C2 > 0 independent of i such that

(5.7)

∫
{x,dg∗

i
(x,∂X)≥1}

ρ
−3/2
i (x) ≤ C2.
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Thanks of (2.1) and (2.3), we infer

−4√ρi =
(d+ 2)Riρ

1/2
i

8(d− 1)
+
|∇ρi|2

4ρ
3/2
i

=
(d+ 2)(1− |∇ρi|2)

4ρ
3/2
i

+
|∇ρi|2

4ρ
3/2
i

Integrating on the set {x, dg∗i (x, ∂X) ≥ 1}, we obtain∫
{x,dg∗

i
(x,∂X)≥1}

(d+ 2)(1− |∇ρi|2)

4ρ
3/2
i

+
|∇ρi|2

4ρ
3/2
i

=

∣∣∣∣∣
∮
{x,dg∗

i
(x,∂X)=1}

1

2
√
ρi
〈∇ρi, ν〉

∣∣∣∣∣
where ν is the outside normal vector on the boundary {x, dg∗i (x, ∂X) = 1}. By Step 1, we
know ρi is uniformly bounded from below on the set {x, dg∗i (x, ∂X) = 1}. Together the
facts the curvature of g∗i is bounded and the boundary (∂Xi, hi) is compact, we infer for
some positive constant C > 0∫

{x,dg∗
i

(x,∂X)≥1}

(1− |∇ρi|2)

ρ
3/2
i

≤ C, and

∫
{x,dg∗

i
(x,∂X)≥1}

|∇ρi|2

ρ
3/2
i

≤ C

since |∇ρi| ≤ 1. Combining these estimates, the desired claim yields.

Step 3. We have

lim
x→∞

ρ∞(x) = +∞

Letting i→∞ in (5.7), we get

(5.8)

∫
{x,dg∞ (x,∂X)≥1}

ρ−3/2
∞ (x) ≤ lim

i

∫
{x,dg∗

i
(x,∂X)≥1}

ρ
−3/2
i (x) ≤ C2.

For all ε > 0, there exists A > 0 such that∫
{x,dg∞ (x,∂X)≥A}

ρ−3/2
∞ (x) ≤ ε

Therefore, for any y with dg∞(y, ∂X) ≥ A+ 1, we can estimate∫
Bg∞ (y,1)

ρ−3/2
∞ (x) ≤

∫
{x,dg∞ (x,∂X)≥A}

ρ−3/2
∞ (x) ≤ ε

so that

( sup
Bg∞ (y,1)

ρ∞)−3/2V ol(Bg∞(y, 1)) ≤ ε

that is,

sup
Bg∞ (y,1)

ρ∞ ≥ Cε−2/3

Together with Lemma 2.3, we deduce

inf
Bg∞ (y,1)

ρ∞ ≥ sup
Bg∞ (y,1)

ρ∞ − 1 ≥ Cε−2/3 − 1

Finally, we prove Step 3.
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Step 4. We claim that there exists some cv > 0 such that for any p ∈ X∞ and for any
r < 1

2
ρ∞(p)

(5.9) V ol(Bg∞(p, r)) ≥ cvr
d

Let pi ∈ Xi such that pi → p. First we remark that distg∗i (pi, ∂Xi) ≥ ρi(pi) because of
Lemma 2.3. Again by Lemma 2.3 and together with Lemma 2.10(cf. [11, Section 3: the
end of the proof of Lemma 3.3]), we have

V ol(Bg∗i (pi, r)) ≥ cvr
d,

where cv is some positive constant independent of i. Letting i→∞, the claim is proved.

Step 5. A contradiction.

On choose p ∈ X∞ such that ρ∞(p) is sufficiently large. We fix r = (ρ∞(p))3/4. Using
the results in Steps 2 and 4, we get ρ∞(p)

(5.10) ( sup
Bg∞ (p,r)

ρ∞)−3/2V ol(Bg∞(p, r)) ≤
∫
Bg∞ (p,r)

ρ−3/2
∞ (x) ≤ C2

so that for some positive contsant C > 0 there holds

(5.11) sup
Bg∞ (p,r)

ρ∞ ≥ Cr2d/3 = C(ρ∞(p))d/2

On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.3, we deduce

(5.12) inf
Bg∞ (p,r)

ρ∞ ≥ sup
Bg∞ (p,r)

ρ∞ − r

so that
ρ∞(p) + (ρ∞(p))3/4 = ρ∞(p) + r ≥ C(ρ∞(p))d/2.

This yields that ρ∞(p) is bounded. This contradicts the claim in Step 3.
Thus we have finished the proof of Lemma 5.4. �

Proof of Theorem 1.1. As in the step 4 of the proof of Lemma 5.4, there is no collapse
for the sequence of the metrics g∗i . Thanks of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.4, we use the Cheeger-
Gromov compactness result to prove Theorem 1.2. Hence, we finish the proof. �

5.2. Proof of Theorems 1.2. The proof in all dimensions is quite same as for even ones.
We just point out the only below difference on the regularity of the curvature tensors,
that is, with the ε-regularity, we could prove the curvature estimate in all dimensions

Lemma 5.5. Suppose that {(Xd
i , g

+
i )} is a sequence of conformally compact Einstein d-

dimensional manifolds with all d ≥ 4 satisfying the assumptions in Theorem 1.2. Then
there is a positive constant K0 such that, for the adopted metrics {(Xd

i , g
∗
i )} associated

with a compact family of boundary metrics hi –a representative of the conformal infinity
(∂Xd

i , [hi])

(5.13) max
Xd
i

|Rmg∗i
| ≤ K0

for all i.
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6. Uniqueness of Graham-Lee solutions in high dimension and gap
phenomenon

In this section we derive the global uniqueness result Theorem 1.3 and give a gap
phenomenon Corollary 6.1 below, which are direct consequences of compactness result
Theorem 1.2..

Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof is almost as same as in dimension 4 [11, Section 5]. We
sketch the proof here. We will prove this by contradiction. Assume otherwise there is a
sequence of conformal (d− 1)-dimensional sphere (Sd−1, [hi]) that converges to the round
sphere such that, for each i, there exist two non-isometric conformally compact Einstein
metrics g+

i and g̃+
i .

Up to a subsequence, both g+
i and g̃+

i converge to the hyperbolic space in Cd−2,γ′

Cheeger-Gromov sense (in particular in C2,γ′ Cheeger-Gromov sense) due to Theorem 1.2
and the uniqueness result when the conformal infinity is the standard sphere [33, 27].

The main facts are the following

• There exists a diffeomorphism ϕi of class C2,γ for any γ ∈ (0, 1) (equal to the
identity on the boundary) (see Lemma 4.4), such that

F (ϕ∗i g̃
+
i , g

+
i ) = 0

Moreover ‖ϕi(x)− x‖C2,γ → 0 and ‖ϕ∗i g̃+
i − g+

i ‖C1,γ
1+γ
→ 0.

• Because of local uniqueness (see Lemma 4.6), for large i, we have

g+
i = ϕ∗i g̃

+
i .

�

As a direction consequence of Theorem 1.2, we are able to prove some gap phenomenon.
Given some large positive number Λ > 0 and number d ≥ 4, let

AC := {(Sd−1, [h])| h could not be joint by a continuous path in the set of the metrics
with positive scalar curvature to the standard metricgSd−1

in C6(Sd−1) topology, (Sd−1, [h])is the conformal infinity of CCE metrics,
h has the constant positive scalar curvature and ‖h‖C6(gSd−1 ) ≤ Λ}

denote the union of the path connected components of the metrics on the spheres with
the constant positive scalar curvature which are not connected to the standard metric in
C3 topology. We have the following result:

Corollary 6.1. Under the above assumptions and given Λ > 0 and number d ≥ 4, there
exists some small positive constants ε > 0 and ε1 > 0 such that

(1) suph∈AΛ
Y (Sd−1, [h]) ≤ Y (Sd−1, [gSd−1 ])− ε

(2) Given any h ∈ AΛ, let (X, ∂X = Sd−1, g+) be some CCE metric with conformal
infinity [h] on sphere Sd−1. Then we have∫

Xn

(|W |d/2dvol)[g+] > ε1.
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Proof of Corollary 6.1. We will prove this by contradiction. Suppose there exists a se-
quence of CCE metrics (X, g+

i ) with [hi] ∈ AΛ such that :
Either ∫

Xd

(|W |d/2dvol)[g+
i ]→ 0

or
Y (∂X, [hi])→ Y (Sd−1, [gS])

In view of Theorem 1.2, up to a subsequence, hi converges to the standard metric hSd−1 in
C3,α topology for all α ∈ (0, 1) so that hi should be in the same connected component of
metrics on the sphere with positive scalar curvature. Thus, we get a desired contradiction
of definition of AΛ. Hence, we finish the proof. �

Remark 6. In the above result, we can assume the metrics in the set AC in C5,γ Cheeger-
Gromov topology.
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